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How was this music review created First user created document

and typed the text then moved copied or linked content from other

documents Data objects that when moved or copied retain their

native full-featured editing and operating capabilities in their new

container are called OLE embedded objects

user can also link information An OLE linked object represents

or provides access to another object that is in another location in the

same container or in different separate container

Generally containers support any level of nested OLE embedded

and linked objects For example user can embed chart in

worksheet which in turn can be embedded in word-processing

document The model for interaction is consistent at each level

of nesting

Creating OLE Embedded and OLE Linked Objects

OLE embedded and linked objects are the result of transferring

existing objects or creating new objects of particular type

Trans ferring Objects

Transferring objects into document follows basic command and For more information about

direct manipulation interaction methods The following sections command transfer and direct

provide additional guidelines for these commands when you use manipulation transfer methods see

them to create OLE embedded or linked objects
Chapter General Interaction

Techniques

The Paste Command

As general rule using the Paste command should result in the most

complete representation of transferred object that is the object is

embedded However containers that directly handle the transferred

object can accept it optionally as native data instead of embedding it

as separate object or as partial or transformed form of the object

if that is more appropriate for the destination containeri
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Use the format of the Paste command to indicate to the user how

transferred object is incorporated by container When the user

copies file object if the container can embed the object include

the objects filename as suffix to the Paste command If the object

is only portion of file use the short
type name for example

Paste Worksheet or Paste Recording as shown in Figure 11.2

short type name can be derived from information stored in the regis

try Paste command with no name implies that the data will be

pasted as native information

Figure 11.2 The Paste command with short type name

The Paste Special Command

Supply the Paste Special command to give the user explicit control

over pasting in the data as native information an OLE embedded

object or an OLE linked object The Paste Special command dis

plays its associated dialog box as shown in Figure 11.3 This dialog

box includes list box with the possible formats that the data can

assume in the destination container

For more information about

type names and the system

registry see Chapter 10 Integrat

ing with the System and the OLE

documentation included in the

Microsoft Win32 Software Develop

ment Kit SDK
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In the formats listed in the Paste Special dialog box include the

objects full type name first followed by other appropriate native

data forms When linked object has been cut or copied precede its

object type by the word Linked in the format list For example if

the user copies linked Microsoft Excel worksheet the Paste Special

dialog box shows Linked Microsoft Excel Worksheet in the list of

format options because it inserts an exact duplicate of the original

linked worksheet Native data formats begin with the destination

applications name and can be expressed in the same terms the desti

nation identifies in its own menus The initially selected format in

the list corresponds to the format that the Paste command uses For

example if the Paste command is displayed as Paste Object File

name or Paste Short Type Name because the data to be embedded is

file or portion of file this is the format that is initially selected in

the Paste Special list box

To support creation of linked object the Paste Special dialog box

includes Paste Link option Figure 11.4 shows this option

The Win32 50K includes the

Paste Special dialog box and

other OLE-related dialog boxes that

are described in this chapter

Figure 11.3 The Paste Special dialog box
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Display As Icon check box allows the user to cboose displaying

the OLE embedded or linked object as an icon At the bottom of the

dialog box is section that includes text and pictures that describe

the result of the operalion Table 11.1 lists the descriptive text for use

in the Paste Special dialog box

Table 11.1 Descriptive Text for Paste Special Command

Function

Paste as an OLE

embedded object

Paste as an OLE embedded

object so that it appears

as an icon

Paste as native data

Paste as an OLE linked

object

Resulting text

Inserts the contents of the Clipboard

into your document so you that you

may activate it using CompanyName

ApplicationNome

Inserts the contents of the Clipboard

into your document so you that you

may activate it using CompanyName

ApplicationName application It will be

displayed as an icon

Tnserts the contents of the Clipboard

into your document as Native Type

Name additional Help

sentence

Inserts picture of the contents of the

Clipboard into your document Paste

Link creates link to the source file so

that changes to the source file will be

reflected in your document

Figure 11.4 Paste Special dialog box with Paste Link option set
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Continued

Function Resulting text

Paste as an OLE linked object

so tbnt it appears as

shortcut icon

Inserts Shortcut icon into your

document which represents the contents

of the Clipboard link is created to the

source file so that changes to the source

file will be reflected in your document

Paste as linked native data Inserts the contents of the Clipboard

into your document as Native Type

Name link is created to the source file

so that changes to the source file will be

reflected in your document

The Paste Link Paste Shortcut and Create Shortcut Commands

If linking is common function in your application you can option

ally include command that optimizes this process Use Paste Link

command to support creating linked object or linked native data

When using the command to create linked object include the name

of the object preceded by the word to for example Paste Link

to Latest Sales Omitting the name implies that the operation results

in linked native data

Use Paste Shnrtcut cnmmand tn support creation of linked object

that appears as shortcut icon You can also include Create Short

cut command that creates shortcut icon in the container Apply

these commands to containers where icons are commonly used

Direct Manipulation

You should also support direct manipulation interaction techniques

such as drag and drop for creating OLE embedded or linked objects

When the user drags selection into container the container appli

cation interprets the operation using information supplied by the

source such as the selections type and format and by the destina

tion containers own context such as the containers type and its

default transfer operation For example dragging spreadsheet cell

selection into word-processing document can result in an OLE
embedded table object Dragging the same cell selection within the

For more information about

using direct manipulation for

moving copying and linking ob

jects see Chapter General Inter

action Techniques
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spreadsheet however would likely result in simply transferring the

data in the cells Similarly the destination container in which the

user drops the selection can also determine whether the dragging

operation results in an OLE linked object

For nondefault OLE dLrag and drop the container application dis

plays pop-up menu with appropriate transfer commands at the end

of the drag The choices may include multiple commands that trans

fer the data in different format or presentation For example as

shown in Figure 11.5 container application could offer the follow

ing choices for creating links Link Here Link Short Type Name

Here and Create Shortcut Here respectively resulting in native

data link an OLE linked object displayed as content and an OLE

linked object displayed as an icon The choices depend on what the

container can support

The default appearance of transferred object also depends on the

destination container application For most types of documents

make the default command one that results in the data or content

presentation of the object or in the case of an OLE linked object

representation of the content rather than as an icon If the user

chooses Create Shortcut Here as the transfer operation display the

transferred object as an icon If the object cannot be displayed as

content for example because it does not support OLE always

display the object as an icon

100.00

N-

Figure 11.5 Containers can offer different OLE link options
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Transfer of Data to Desktop

The system allows the user to transfer data selection within file

to the desktop or folders providing that the application supports the

OLE transfer protocol For mm or copy operations using the

Cut Copy and Paste commands or direct manipulation the

transfer operation results in file icon called scrap link

operation also results in shortcut icon that represents shortcut

into document

When the user transfers scrap into container supported by your

application integrate it as if it were being transferred from its origi

nal source For example if the user transfers selected range of cells

from spreadsheet to the desktop it becomes scrap If the user

transfers the resulting scrap
into word processing document the

document should incorporate the scrap as if the cells were transferred

directly from the spreadsheet Similarly if the user transfers the

scrap back into the spreadsheet the spreadsheet should integrate the

cells as if they had been transferred within that spreadsheet Typi

cally internal transfers of native data within container result in

repositioning the data rather than transforming it

Inserting New Objects

Tn addition to transferring ohjccts you can support user creation of

OLE embedded or linked objects by generating new object based

on an existing object or object type and inserting the new object into

the target containen

The Insert Object Command

Include an Insert Object command on the menu responsible for creat

ing or importing new objects into container such as an Insert

menu If no such menu exists use the Edit menu When the user

selects this command display the Insert Object dialog box as shown

in Figure 11.6 This dialog box allows the user to generate new ob

jects based on their object type or an existing file
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Figure 11.6 The Insert Obiect dialog box

The type list is composed of the type names of registered types For more information about

When the user selects type from the list box and chooses the OK type names and the registry

button an object of the selected type is created and embedded see Chapter 10 Integrating with the

System

The user can also create an OLE embedded or linked object from an

existing file using the Create From File and Link options When the

user sets these options and chooses the OK button the result is the

same as directly copying or linking the selected file

When the user chooses the Create From File option button the Ob

ject Type list is removed and text box and Browse button
appear

in

its place as shown in Figure 11.7 Ignore any selection formerly

displayed in the Object Type list box shown in Figure 11.6
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The text box initially includes the current directory as the selection

The user can edit the current directory path when specifying file As

an alternative the Browse button displays an Open dialog box that

allows the user to navigate through the file system to select file

Use the files type to determine the type of the resulting OLE object

Use the Link check box to support the creation of an OLE linked

object to the file specified The Insert Object dialog box displays this

option only when the user chooses the Create From File option This

means that user cannot insert an OLE linked object when choosing

the Create New option button because linked objects can be created

only from existing files

The Display As Icon check box in the Insert Object dialog box en

ables the user to specify whether to display the OLE object as an

icon When this option is set the icon appears beneath the check

box An OLE linked object displayed as an icon is the equivalent of

shortcut icon It should appear with the link symbol over the icon

At the bottom of the Insert Object dialog box text and pictures de

scribe the final outcome of the insertion Table 11.2 outlines the

syntax of descriptive text to use within the Insert Object dialog box

It the user chooses non

OLE tile for insertion it can

be inserted only as an icon The re

sult is an OLE package package

is an OLE encapsulation of file so

that it can be embedded in an OLE

container Because packages sup

port limited editing and viewing ca

pabilities support OLE for all your

object types so they will not be con

verted into packages

Figure 11.7 Creating an OLE embedded object from an existing tile
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Table 11.2 Descriptive Text for Insert Object Dialog Box

Function

Create new OLE embedded

object based on the selected type

Create new OLE embedded

object based on the selected type

and display it as an icon

Create new OLE embedded

object based on selected file

Create new OLE embedded

object based on selected file

copies the file and display it

as an icon

Create an OLE linked object that

is linked to selected fi

Create an OLE linked object that

is linked to selected file and

display it as Shortcut icon

Resulting text

Inserts new Type Name into your

document

Inserts new Type Name into your

document as an icon

Inserts the contents of the file as an

object into your document so that you

may activate it using the application

which created it

Inserts the contents of the file as an

object into your document so that you

may activate it using the application

which created it It will be displayed

as an icon

Inserts picture of the file contents

into your document The picture will

be linked to the file so that changes to

the file will be reflected in your

document

Inserts Shortcut icon into your

document which represents the file

The Shortcut icon will be linked to the

original file so that you can quickly

open
the original from inside your

document

You can also use the context of the current selection in the container

to determine the format of the newly created object and the effect of

it being inserted into the container For example an inserted graph

can automatically reflect the data in selected table Use the follow

ing guidelines to support predictable insertion
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If an inserted object is not based on the current selection follow

the same conventions as for Paste command and add or replace

the selection depending on the context For example in text or list

contexts where the selection represents specific insertion loca

tion replace the active selection For nonordered or Z-ordered

contexts where the selection does not represent an explicit inser

tion point add the object using the destinations context to deter

mine where to place the object

If the new object is automatically connected linked to the selec

tion for example an inserted graph based on selected table data

insert the new object in addition to the selection and make the

inserted object the new selection

After inserting an OLE embedded object activate it for editing

However if the user inserts an OLE linked object do not activate

the object

Other Techniques for Inserting Objects

The Insert Object command provides support for inserting all regis

tered OLE objects You can include additional commands tailored to

provide access to common or frequently used object types You can

implement these as additional menu commands or as toolbar buttons

or other controls These buttons provide the same functionality as

the Insert Object dialog box but perform more efficiently Figure

11.8 illustrates two examples The drawing button inserts new

blank drawing object the graph button creates new graph that

uses the data values from currently selected table

___ insert graph

Insert drawing

Figure 11.8 Using toolbar buttons for creating new objects

For more information about

the guidelines for inserting an

object with Paste command see

Chapter General Interaction

Techniques
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Displaying Objects

OLE linked object

Classical CD Review
by Thomas Becker

he int.thactirn of the compact disc Ia had far greater impact on the reosrding

idiasto than anyone mold have imagined especially the mascifactorers of mg1 long

play LP albuno With the 1991 sales totals iii compact disc is clearly the prefened recording medium

for Aenencan ears In addet son to aodao compact dress CD ROM are appearing on the market otTenaig

mcltimedia expesience of the claasical repetoiae TIre Micmeofl Compoeer Collection beings you the

ability to enter the lives minds of three oundmg
u.s Compact Iliac us LP Sales

eecezal gyuese That hsec.eeee the Crseeepcser

Collection cocthaine three CD-ROM titles Poll of
eccaasc

1903 190 1991

mfonnateon and enteitasnrnent They are Mecmotl CDs 6345K 16652K 32667K

Multnnedia Mozart Micmsoft Moltinsedia Stravinsky LPs 31538K 26571 17429K

tenft isleilttedte Reetleare T5eee.et. TeaI 57000W A0sDsW 055005

Figure 1t9 compound document containing OLE objects

You may find it preferable to enable the user to visually identify

OLE embedded or linked objects without interacting with them To

do so you can include Show Objects command that when chosen

displays solid border one pixel wide drawn in the window text

While container can control whether to display an OLE embedded

or linked object in its content or icon presentation the container

requests the object to display itself In the content presentation the

object may be visually indistinguishable from native objects as

shown in Figure 11.9

OLE

embedded

object
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Border for OLE linked object

Eii
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Classical CD Review
by Thomas Becker
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color around the extent of an OLE embedded object and dotted

border around OLE linked objects shown in Figure 11.10 If tbe

container application cannot guarantee that an OLE linked object is

up-to-date with its source because of an unsuccessful automatic

update or manual link the system should draw dotted border

using the system grayed text color to suggest that the OLE linked

object is out of date The border should be drawn around con

tamers first level objects only not Objects nested below this level

The GetSyscolor function

provides the current settings

for window text color COLOR WIN

DOWTEXT and grayed text color

COLOR GRAYTEXT For more in

formation about this function see

the documentation included in the

Win32 SDK

Border for OLE

embedded object

Figure 11.10 Identifying OLE objects using borders

If these border conventions are not adequate to distinguish OLE

embedded and linked objects you can optionally include additional

distinctions however make them clearly distinct from the appear

ance for any standard visual states and distinguish flLE embedded

from OLE linked objects
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Whenever the user creates an OLE linked or embedded object with

the Display As Icon ebeck box set display the icon using the icon

of its type unless the user explicitly changes it linked icon also

includes the shortcut graphic If an icon is not registered in the regis

try for the object use the system-generated icon

An icon includes label When the user creates an OLE embedded

object define the icons label to be one of the following based on

availability

The name of the object if the object has an existing human-read

able name such as filename without its extension

The objects registered short type name for example Picture

Worksheet and so on if the object does not have name

The objects registered full type name for example bitmap

image Microsoft Excel Worksheet if the object has no name

or registered short type name

Document if an object has no name short type name or

registered type name

When an OLE linked object is displayed as an icon define the label The system provides support

using the source filename as it appears in the file system preceded to automatically format the

by the words Shortcut to for example Shortcut to Annual name correctly it you use the

Report The path of the source is not included Avoid displaying
GeticonOfFile tunction For more

the filename extension unless the nser chooses the system option
information about this function see

to display extensions or the file type is not registered
OLE documentation included in

When the user creates an OLE object linked to only portion of

document file follow the same conventions for labeling the short

cut icon However because container can include multiple links to

different portions of the same file you may want to provide further

identification to differentiate linked objects You can do this by ap

pending portion of the end of the link path moniker For example

you may want to include everything from the end of the path up to

the last or next to last occurrence of link path delimiter OLE appli

cations should use the exclamation point character for identifying

data range However the link path may include other types of de

limiters Be careful when deriving an identifier from the link path to

format the additional information using only valid filename charac

ters so that if the user transfers the shortcut icon to folder or the

desktop the name can still be used
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Selecting Objects

An OLE embedded or linked object follows the selection behavior

and
appearance techniques supported by its container the container

application supplies the specific appearance
of the object For ex

ample Figure 11.11 shows how the linked drawing of horn is

handled as part of contiguous selection in the document

For information about selec

lion see Chapter General

Interaction Techniques For infor

mation about selection appearance

see Chapter 13 Visual Design

The mtioduction of the compact dsic has had fas neater impact out

iy then anyone onsdd have imagined especially the manufactusan

playLP as.. the 1991 sales totals in compact disc clearly the prefenad recoiu

for Amencan ears In addition to audio compat discs Ct-ROMs are appeasing on the

multimedia eicpenence of the classical repetoire The Miciosoft Composer Cullectinn

ability euler the lives and minds of three astoundine

musical gemuses Thats because the Composer

When the user individually selects the object display the object

with an appropriate selection appearance For example for the con

tent view of an object display it with handles as shown in Figure

11.12 For OLE linked objects overlay the content views lower left

corner with the shortcut graphic In addition if your applications

window includes status bar that displays messages display an

appropriate description of how to activate the object see Table

11.3 later in this chapter

Revi
by Thomas 1T

US Compact Disc vs LP

Figure 11.11 An OLE linked object as part of multiple selection
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Handle

ce

The intlodiction of the compact disc ha had far gesater impact on ti

hsdostrj then anyone xciii have imagece especially the mainfartorer

play isP albums With the 1991 sales totals compact disc is clearly the prefened

for Amenran ears In addition to audio compact discs CD-FOMs are appearing on the iu_

nnltiniedaa expenence of the classical repetoire The Microsoft Cnmposer Collection

alsthtyto enter the hves and nunds of three astounding H.S Cnmpa Disc usi
noisical geniuses Tints because the Composer

Word Processing 4pircatwn AnlJI Report _____
f3 file fdit irtei jjisrt Fçmt Icols TAble rodom help

Product Activity

Over the past 12 months we introduced several systens and applications products

that have set the toundation tor our sottware plans throughout the 990s As indi

cated below our revenue was generated trom Applications 48T Systems Languages

and other product groups 3l

ii

Classical CD Revi

Indicates

an OLE

linked

object

by Thomas

Figure 11.12 An individually selected OLE linked object

When the object is displayed as an icon use the same selection

appearance as for selected icons in folders and on the desktop as

shown in Figure 11.13

_____________________

1990 Rkvenueh

Fr durttrrnup

On May 22 we annourced the shipment ol Microsolt Windows graphical environ

manE varcino fl Eha Latact scaralnn nt ni nranhis-aI nnae.atrnn arisirnnmant nrnrti nt

Figure 11.13 selected OLE object displayed as an icon
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Accessing Commands for Selected Objects

container application always displays the commands that can be

applied to its objects When the user selects an OLE embedded or

linked object as part of the selection of native data in container

enable commands that apply to the selection as whole When the

user individually selects the object enable only commands that

apply specifically to the object The container application retrieves

these commands from what has been registered by the objects type

in the registry and displays these commands in the menus that are

supplied for the object If
your application includes menu bar

include the selected objects commands on submenu of the Edit

menu or as separate menu on the menu bar Use the name of the

object as the text for the menu item If you use the short type name

as the name of the object add the word Object For an OLE linked

object use the short type name preceded by the word Linked

Figure 11.14 shows these variations

You can also support opera-

lions based on the selection

appearance For example you can

support operations such as re

sizing using the handles you sup

ply When the user resizes selected

OLE object however scale the pre

sentation of the object because

there is no method by which an

other operation such as cropping

can be applied to the OLE object

Lini. Liril

Lt31tfl
tipen Open

Frcpertie Fropertie

Figure 11.14 Drop-down menus for selected OLE object

Define the first letter of the word Object or its localized equiva

lent as the access character for keyboard users When no object

is selected display the command with just the text Object and

disable it

container application should also provide pop-up menu for

selected OLE object shown in Figure 11.15 displayed using the

standard interaction techniques for pop-up menus clicking with

mouse button Include on this menu the commands that apply to

the object as whole as unit of content such as transfer commands

and the objects registered commands In the pop-up menu display

the objects registered commands as individual menu items rather

than in cascading menu It is not necessary to include the objects

name or the word Object as part of the menu item text
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MjlttnediaEeethsuen The

__________________
Ninth Sympbsny

The Voyager Ccrnpauy

Mctosnt

Figure 11.15 Pop-up menu for an OLE embedded picture

In the drop down menu and the pop-up menu include Properties

command You can also include commands that depend on the state

of the object For example media object that uses Play and Rewind

as operations disables Rewind when the object is at the beginning of

the media object

If an objects type is not registered you still supply any commands

that can be appropriately applied to the object as content such as

transfer commands alignment commands and an Edit and Proper

ties command When the user chooses the Edit command display

the system-supplied message box as shown in Figure 11.41 This

message box provides access to dialog box that enables the user to

choose from list of applications that can operate on the type or

convert the objects type

Msltiiiedia IVbsatt The

Dissonait Quartet

yet cccnpany

In the wools scholar Robert

\Tinter the the eighteenth

centmy wa of the most

sublime fun for The String

Quartet inC inn Discover the

power and _hs music with

Microsoft Multimedia Mozart The Thssorsant

Llsasrtet and enter the world in which Mozart

created his most memorable masterpieces Sit

back and enjoy The Dts.tonont honet its

entirety or browse asuund euplosing its themes

and emotional dynamics in depth View the

entire piece ma single screen overview with the

Pocket Aatho Guide

Winter provides fascinating conunentasy that

follows the music giving you greater

understanding of the subtle dynantics
.1

of the instnnnents and powerftl

technipies of Stravinsky Youll also

have the oppirtunity to discover the ballet that

accompanied The Rise ofping in pesfonnance

Choreographed by Sergei Diaghilev the ballet

was as unusual for its time as the nnssic

To whet your appetite play this audio clip

MltTMDIk

UN
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Activating Objects

Although selecting an object provides access to commands appli

cable to the object as whole it does not provide access to editing

the content of the object The object must be activated in order to

provide user interaction with the internal content of the object There

are two basic models for activating objects outside in activation and

inside-out activation

Outside-in Activation

Outside-in activation requires that the user choose an explicit acti

vation command Clicking or some other selection operation per

formed on an object that is already selected simply reselects that

object and does not constitute an explicit action The user activates

the object by using particular command such as Edit or Play

usually the objects default command Shortcut actions that corre

spond to these commands such as double-clicking or pressing

shortcut key can also activate the object Most OLE container

applications employ this model because it allows the user to easily

select objects and reduces the risk of inadvertently activating an

object whose underlying code may take significant amount of time

to load and dismiss

When supporting outside-in activation display the standard pointer

northwest arrow over an outside in activated object within
your

container when the object is selected but inactive This indicates to

the user that the outside-in object behaves as single opaque object

When the user activates the object the objects application displays

the appropriate pointer for its content Use the registry to determine

the objects activation command

Inside-out Activation

With inside-out activation interaction with an object is direct that

is the object is activated as the user moves the pointer over the ex

tent of the object From the users perspective inside-out objects are

indistinguishable from native data because the content of the object
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is directly interactive and no additional action is necessary Use this

method for the design of objects that benefit from direct interaction

or when activating the object has little effect on performance or use

of system resources

Inside-out activation requires closer cooperation between the con

tamer and the object For example when the user begins selection

within an inside out object the container must clear its own selec

tion so that the behavior is consistent with normal selection inter

action An object supporting inside out activation controls the

appearance of the pointer as it moves over its extent and responds

immediately to input Therefore to select the object as whole the

user selects the border or some other handle provided by the object

or its container For example the container application can support

selectinn techniques such as reginn selectinn that select the object

Although the defanlt behavior for an OLE embedded object is out

side-in activation you can store information in the registry that

indicates that an objects type application class is capable of inside

out activation OLEMISC INSIDEOUT and prefers inside out

behavior OLEMISC_ACTIVATEWHENVISIBLE You can set

these values in MiseStatus snbkey under the CLSID subkey of

the HKEY CLASSES ROOT key

Container Control of Activation

The container application determines how to activate its component

objects either it allows the inside out objects to handle events di

rectly or it intercedes and only activates them upon an explicit ac

tion This is true regardless of the capability or preference setting

of the object That is even though an object may register inside out

activation it can be treated by particular container as outside-in

Use an activation style for your container that is most appropriate for

its specific use and is in keeping with its own native style of activa

tion so that objects can be easily assimilated

For more information about

how to access OLEMISC_ IN

SIDEOUT and OLEMISC ACTIVATE

WHENVISIBLE and the lOleObject

GetlvliscStatus function see the

OLE documentation included in the

Win32 SDK
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Regardless of the activation capability of the object container

should always activate its content objects of the same type consis

tently Otherwise the unpredictability of the interface is likely to

impair its usability Following are four potential container activation

methods and sshen to use them

Activation method When to use

Outside in throughont This is the most common design for

containers that often embed large OLE

objects and deal with them as whole units

Because many available OLE objects are

uot yet inside out capable most componnd

document editors support outside-in

throughout to preserve uniformity

Inside out throughout Ultimately OLE containers will blend

embedded objects with native data so

seamlessly that the distinction dissolves

Inside out throughout containers will

become more feasible as increasing

numbers of OLE objects support inside

out activation

Outside in plus inside out Some containers may use an outside in

preferred objects model for large foreign embeddings but

also include some inside-out preferred

objects as though they were native objects

by supporting OLEMISC ACTIVATE

WHENVISIBLE For example an OLE

document might present form control

objects as inside out native data while

activating larger spreadsheet and chart

objects as outside in

Switch between inside out Visual programming and forms layout

throughout and outside in design applications may include design and

throughout run modes In this type of environment

container typically holds an object that is

capable of inside out activation if not

preferable and alternates between outside

in throughout when designing and inside

out throughout when running
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OLE Visual Editing of OLE Embedded Objects

One of the most common uses for activating an object is editing its

content in its current location Supporting this type of in place inter

action is called OLE visual editing because the user can edit the

object within the visual context of its container

Unless the container and the object both support inside out activa

tion the user activates an embedded object for visual editing by

selecting the object and choosing its Edit command either from

drop down or pop-up menu You can also support shortcut tech

niques For example by making Edit the objects default operation

the user can double click to activate the object for editing Simi

larly you can support pressing the ENTER key as shortcut for

activating the object

When the user activates an OLE embedded object for visual editing

the user interface for its content becomes available and blended into

its container applications interface The object can display its frame

adornments such as row or column headers handles or scroll bars

outside the extent of the object and temporarily cover neighboring

material The objects application can also change the menu inter

face which can range from adding menu items to existing drop

down menus to replacing entire drop down menus The object can

also add tonihars status bars supplemental palette windows and

provide pop-up menus for selected content

The degree of interface blending varies based on the nature of the

OLE embedded object Some OLE embedded objects may require

extensive support and consequently result in dramatic changes to the

container applications interface Finer grain objects that emulate the

native components of container may have little or no need to make

changes in the containers user interface The container always de

termines the degree to which an OLE embedded objects interface

can be blended with its own regardless of the capability or prefer

ence of the OLE embedded object container application that pro
vides its own interface for an OLE embedded object can suppress an

OLE embedded objects own interface Figure 11.16 shows how the

interface might appear when its embedded worksheet is active

fl Although earlier versions of

OLE user interface documen

tation suggested the ALTENTER key

combination to activate an object it

the ENTER key was already assigned

this key combination is now the rec

ommended shortcut key for the

Properties command Instead sup

port the pop-up menu shortcut key

This enables the user to activate the

object by selecting the command

from the pop-up menu
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Figure 11.16 An embedded worksheet activated for OLE visual editing

When the user activates an OLE embedded object avoid changing

the view and position of the rest of the content in the window Al

though it may seem reasonable to scroll the window and thereby

preserve
the contents position doing so can disttirh the users focus

because the active object shifts down to accommodate new toolbar

and shifts back up when it is deactivated An exception may be when

the activation
exposes an area in which the container has nothing to

display However even in this situation you may wish to render

visible region or filled area that corresponds to the background area

outside the visible edge of the container so that activation keeps the

presentation stable

Activation does not affect the title bar Always display the top-level

containers name For example when the worksheet shown in Figure

11.16 is activated the title bar continues to display the name of the

document in which the worksheet is embedded and not the name of

the worksheet You can provide access to the name of the worksheet

by supporting property sheets for your OLE embedded objects
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container can contain multiply nested OLE embedded objects

However only single level is active at any one time Figure 11.17

shows document containing an active embedded worksheet with an

embedded graph of its own Clicking on the graph merely selects it

as an object within the worksheet

Pdjt
Over the past 12 months me introduced several systems and applications products

that have set the toundation tor our sottsrare plans throughout the 990s As indi

cated beloss our revenue eras generated From Applications 48% Systems Langueges

39Z end other product group-

--

Applications 48%

Systems/Languages 39%

-4- Hardware Hooks and Other 13%

On May 22 me announced the shipment ot Microsott Windosss graphical environ

rrmnL.terbb 2_fl Fhp bexcinn elm rr.nhirLnn aFinnnwirnnriwnF nrndiir-t

Illilli Hi

Figure 1117 selected graph within an active worksheet

Activating the embedded graph for example by choosing the

graphs Edit command activates the object for OLE visual editing

displaying the graphs menus in the documents menu bar This is

shown in Figure 11.18 At any given time only the interface for the

currently active object and the topmost container are presented

intervening parent objects do not remain visibly active
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Figure 11.18 An active graph within worksheet

An OLE embedded object should support OLE visual editing at any

view magnification level because its containers view can be scaled

arbitrarily If an object cannot accommodate OLE visual editing in

its containers current view scale or if its container does not support

OLE visual editing open the object into separate window for edit

ing For more information about opening OLE embedded objects

see the section Opening Embedded Objects later in this chapter

For any user interaction outside the extent of an active object such

as when the user selects or activates another object in the container

deactivate the current object and give the focus to the new object

This is also true for an object that is nested in the currently active

object An OLE embedded object application should also support

user deactivation when the user presses
the ESC key after which it

becomes the selected object of its container If the object uses the

ESC key at all times for its internal operation the SHIFTESC key

should deactivate the object
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Edits made to an active object become part of the container immedi

ately and automatically just like edits made to native data Conse

quently do not display an Update changes message box when the

object is deactivated Remember that the user can abandon changes

to the entire container embedded or otherwise if the topmost con

tainer includes an explicit command that prompts the user to save

or discard changes to the containers file

While Edit is the most common command for activating an OLE

embedded object for OLE visual editing other commands can also

create such activation For example when the user canies out

Play command on video clip you can display set of commands

that allow the user to control the clip Rewind Stop and Fast

Forward In this case the Play command provides form of

OLE visual editing

The Active Hatched Border

If container allows an OLE embedded objects user interface to

change its user interface then the active objects application displays

hatched border around itself to show the extent of the OLE visual

editing context shown in Figure 11.19 For example if an active

object places its menus in the topmost containers menu bar display

the active hatched border The objects request to display its menus

in the containers menu bar must be granted b3 the container appli

cation If the objects menus do not appear in the menu bar because

the object did not require menus or the container refused its request

for menu display or the object is otherwise accommodated by the

containers user interface you need not display the hatched border

The hatched pattern is made up of 45-degree diagonal lines

OLE embedded objects par-

ticipate in the undo stack of

the window in which they are acti

vated For more information about

embedded objects and the undo

stack see the section Undo

Operations for Active and Open

Objects later in this chapter
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The active object takes on the appearance that is best suited for its

own editing for example the object may display frame adornments

table gridlines handles and other editing aids Because the hatched

border is part of the objects territory the active object defines the

pointer that appears when the user moves the mouse over the bordet

Clicking in the hatched pattern and not on the handles is inter

preted by the object as clicking just inside the edge of the border

of the active object The hatched area is effectively hot zone that

prevents inadvertent deactivations and makes it easier to select the

content of the embedded object

Menu Integration

As the user activates different objects different commands need to

be accessed in the windows user interface The following classifica

tion of menus primary container menu workspace menu and

active object means separates the interface based on menu group

ings This classification enhances the usability of the interface by

defining the interface changes as the user activates or deactivates

different objects

Figure 11.19 Hatched border around active OLE embedded objects
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Primary Container Menu

The topmost or primary container viewed in primary window con

trols the work area of that window If the primary container includes

menu bar it supplies at least one menu that includes commands

that apply to the primary container as an entire unit For example

for document file objects use File menu for this purpose as shown

in Figure 11.20 This menu includes document and file level com
mands such as Open Save and Print Always display the primary

container menu in the menu bar at all times regardless of which

object is active

Document

Primary Active object menus

container

menu

Figure 11.20 OLE visual editing menu layout

Workspace Menu

An MDI-style application also includes workspace menu typically

labeled Window on its menu bar that provides commands for

managing the document windows displayed within it as shown in

Figure 11.21 Like the primary container menu the workspace menu

should always be displayed independent of object activation

Workspace menu

Application Name

Active object menus

Primary

container

menus

Figure 11.21 OLE visual editing menu layout for MDI
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Active Object Menus

Active objects can define menus that appear on the primary

containers menu bar that operate on their content Place commands

for moving deleting searching and replacing creating new items

applying tools styles and Help on these menus As the name sug

gests active object commands are executed by the currently active

object and apply only within the extent of that object If no embed

ded objects are active but the window is active the primary con

tainer should be considered the active object

An active objects menus typically occupy the majority of the menu

bar Organize these menus following the same order and grouping

that you display when the user opens the object into its own win

dow Avoid naming your active object menus File or Window be

cause primary containers often use those titles Objects that use

direct manipulation as their sole interface need not provide active

object menus or alter the menu bar when activated

The active object can display View menu However when the

object is active include only commands that apply to the object If

the objects container requires its document or window-level view

ing commands to be available while an object is active place them

on menu that represents the primary container windows pop up

menu and on the Window menu if present

When designing the interface of selected objects within an active

object follow the same guidelines as that of primary container and

one of its selected OLE embedded objects that is the active object

displays the commands of the selected object as registered in the

registry either as submenus of its menus or as separate menus

An active object also has the responsibility for defining and display

ing pop up menus for its content with commands appropriate to

apply to any selection within it Figure 11.22 shows an example of

pop-up menu for selection within an active bitmap image
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Selection within the active object

jr

Etenpany

In the words scholar Robert

Wmte tie he eighteenth

centusy wai of the most

sublnne fon The Stnng

Quartet in Discoverthe

power and music with

Microsoft .The Thssorsonn

Cdianet and enter the world in which Mozart

created his most memorabla masterpieces Sit

back and enloy The Thisorionn onen in its

entirety or browse around exploring its themes

ansI emotional dynanrics depth View the

entire piece in single screen overview with the

Pocdet slntho Garde

Winter provides fascinating conunentasy that

follows the naisic giving you greater

wide rstanding of the subtle dynanucs

of the instrunrents and powerdlil

tecluugies of Stravinsky bou also

have the oppirtunityto discover the ballet that

accompanied The ihee offpiag in performance

Choreographed by Sergei Diaghilev the ballet

was as unusuaJ for its time as the nsisic

To whet your appetite play this audio clip

MilttnediaBeethisen The

Ninth Symplasny

The Voyager Dropany

Mcrirct

Figure 1112 Example of pop-up menu for selection in an active object

Keyboard Interface

In addition to integrating the menus you must also integrate the

access keys and shortcut keys nsed in these menus

Access Keys

The access keys assig ned to the primary containers menu an active

objects menus and MDI workspace menus should be unique Fol

lowing are guidelines for defining access keys for integrating these

menu names

Use the first letter of the menu of the primary container as its

access key character Typically this is for File Use for

workspaces Window menu Localized versions should use the

appropriate equivalent

Use characters other than those assigned to the primary container

and workspace mertus for the menu titles of active OLE embedded

objects If an OLE embedded object has previously existed as

standalone document its corresponding application avoids these

characters already

Milttnedia Mirart The

Dieroriait Quart
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Define unique access keys for an objects registered commands

and avoid characters that are potential access keys for common

container-supplied commands such as Cut Copy Paste Delete

and Properties

Despite these guidelines if the same access character is used more

than once pressing an ALTletter combination cycles through each

command selecting the next match each time it is pressed To carry

out the command the user must press the ENTER key when it is

selected This is standard system behavior for menus

Shortcut Keys

For primary containers and active objects follow the shortcut key

guidelines covered in this guide In addition avoid defining shortcut

keys for active objects that are likely to be assigned to the container

For example include the standard editing and transfer Cut Copy

and Paste shortcut keys but avoid File menu or system-assigned

shortcut keys There is no provision for registering shortcut keys

for selected objects commands

If container and an active object share common shortcut key

the active object captures the event That is if the user activates an

OLE embedded object its application code directly processes the

shortcut key If the active object does not process the key event it is

available to the container which has the option to process it or not

This applies to any level of nested OLE embedded objects If there is

duplication between shortcut keys the user can always direct the key

based on where the active focus is by activating that object To direct

shortcut key to the container the user deactivates an OLE embed

ded object for example by selecting in the container but out

side the OLE embedded object Activation not selection of an OLE
embedded object allows it to receive the keyboard events The excep

tion is inside-out activation where activation results from selection

For more information about

defining shortcut keys see

Chapter Input Basics and

Appendix Keyboard Interface

Summary
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Toolbars FrameAdornments and Palette Windows

Integrating drop down and pop-up menus is straightforward because

they are confined within particular area and follow standard con

ventions Toolbars frame adornments as shown in Figure 11 .23j and

palette windows can be constructed less predictably so it is best to

follow replacement strategy when integrating these elements for

active objects That is toolbars frame adornments and palette win

dows are displayed and removed as entire sets rather than integrated

at the individual control level just like menu titles on the menu bar

Toolbar

Ruler

LJJ ijEI4I il EI Toolbar

orm ffesNenRoman 12 JJJ Ribbon

I- 1TLIifl.2 Ruler

Ready Status bar

2/ Seal VE At 41 EnS CallS 1QC Status bar

Figure 1113 Examples of toolbars status bars and frame adornments

When the user activates an object the object application requests

specific area from its container in which to post its tools The con

tainer application determines whether to

Replace its tool or tools with the tools of the object if the

requested space
is already occupied by container tool

Add the objects tool or tools if container tool does not

occupy the requested space

Refuse to display the tool or tools at all This is the least

desirable method
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Toolbars frame adornments and palette windows are all basically

the same interfaces they differ primarily in their location and the

degree of shared control between container and object There are

fonr locations in the interface where these types of controls reside

and yon determine their location by their scope Figure 11.24 shows

possible positions for interface controls

Location Description

Object frame Place object-specific controls such as table

header or local coordinate ruler directly

adjacent to the object itself for tightly coupled

interaction between the object and its inter

face An object such as spreadsheet can

include scroilbars if its content extends

beyond the boundaries of its frame

Pane frame Locate view specific controls at the pane level

Rulers and viewing tools are common

examples

Document primary Attach tools that apply to the entire document

container window frame or documents in the case of an MDI win

dow just inside any edge of its primary

window frame Popular examples include

ribbons drawing tools and status lines

Windowed Display tools in palette window this

alluws the user to place them as desired

palette window typically floats above the

primary window and any other windows of

which it is part
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Document frame Pane frame
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Object frame

Figure 11.24 Possible locations for interface controls

When determining where to locate tool area avoid situations that

cause the view to shift up and down as different-sized tool areas are

displayed or removed as the user activates different objects This can

be disruptive to the users task

Because container tool areas can remain visible while an object is For more information about

active they are available to the user simply by interacting with them the negotiation protocols

this can reactivate the container application The container deter- used for activation see the OLE

mines whether to activate or leave the object active If toolbar but-
documentation included in the

tons of an active object represent primary container or workspace
Win32 SDK

commands such as Save Print or Open disable them
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As the user resizes or scrolls its containers area an active object

and its toolbar or frame adornments placed on the object frame are

clipped as is all container content These interface control areas lie

in the same plane as the object Even when the object is clipped the

user can still edit the visible
part

of the object in place and while the

visible frame adornments are operational

Some container applications scroll at certain increments that may

prevent portions of an OLE embedded object from being visually

edited For example consider large picture embedded in work

sheet cell The worksheet scrolls vertically in complete row incre

ments the top of the pane is always aligned with the top edge of

row If the embedded picture is too large to fit within the pane at one

time its bottom portion is clipped and consequently never viewed or

edited in place In cases like this the user can open the picture into

its own window for editing

Window panes clip frame adornments of nested embedded objects

but not by the extent of any parent object Objects at the very edge

of their containers extent or boundary potentially display adorn

ments that extend beyond the bounds of the containers defined area

In this case if the container displays items that extend beyond the

edge display all the adornments otherwise clip the adornments at

the edge of the container Do not temporarily move the object within

its container just to accommodate the
appearance

of an active em
bedded objects adornments pane-level control can potentially

be clipped by the primary or parent in the case of MDI window

frame and primary window adornment or control is clipped by

other primary windows

Opening OLE Embedded Objects

The previous sections have focused on OLE visual editing editing

an OLE embedded object in place that is its current location is

within its container Alternatively the user can also open embedded

objects into their own window This gives the user the opportunity of

seeing more of the object or seeing the object in different view state

Support this operation by registering an Open command for the

object When the user chooses the Open command of an object it

opens it into separate window for editing as shown in Figure 11.25
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Figure 11.25 An opened OLE embedded worksheet

After opening an object the container displays it masked with an

open hatched tines at 45-degree angle pattern that indicates the

object is open in another window as shown in Figure 11.26

Figure 11.26 An opened OLE embedded object

Format the title text for the open objects window as Object Name fl This convention for the title

in Container Name for example Sales Worksheet in Classical CD bar text applies only when the

Review Including the containers name emphasizes that the object
user opens an OLE embedded ob

in the container and the object in the open window are considered lect When the user activates an OLE

the same object
embedded object for visual editing

do not change the title bar text
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An open OLE embedded object represents an alternate window onto

the same object within the container as opposed to separate appli

cation that updates changes to the container document Therefore

reflect edits immediately and automatically in the object in the win

dow of its container There is no need to display an update confirma

tion message upon exiting the open window Nevertheless you can

still include an Update Container Filename command in the window

of the open object to allow the user to request an update explicitly

This is useful if you cannot support frequent real-time image up
dates because of operational performance In addition when the user

closes an open objects window automatically update its presenta

tion in the containers window Provide Close Return To

Container Filename or Exit Return To Container Filename on

the File menu replacing the Close or Exit command as shown in

Figure 1125

You can also include Import File and similar commands in the win

dow of the open object Treat importing file into the window of the

open embedded object the same as any change to the object

If it has file operations such as New or Open remove these in the

resulting window or replace them with commands such as Import to

avoid severing the objects connection with its container The objec

tive is to present consistent conceptual model the object in the

opened window is always the same as the one in the container You

can replace the Save As command with Save Copy As command

that displays the Save As dialog box but unlike Save As Save Copy
As does not make the copied file the active file

When the user opens an object it is the selected object in the con

tainer however the user can change the selection in the container

afterwards Like any selected OLE embedded object the container

supplies the appropriate selection appearance together with the open

appearance as shown in Figure 11.27

Figure 11.27 sected open OLE embedded object
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The selected and open appearances apply only to the objects ap

pearance on the display If the user chooses to print the container

while an OLE embedded object is open or active use the presenta

tion form of objects neither the open nor active hatched pattern

should appear in the printed document because neither pattern is

part of the content

While an OLE embedded object is open it is still functioning

member of its containet It can still be selected or unselected and

can respond to appro priate container commands At any time the

user may open any number of OLE embedded objects When the

user closes its container window deactivate and close the windows

for any open OLE embedded objects

Editing an OLE Linked Object

An OLE linked object can be stored in particular location moved

or copied and has its own properties Container actions can be

applied to the OLE linked object as unit of content So an OLE

container supplies commands such as Cut Copy Delete and

Properties and interface elements such as handles drop-down and

pop up menu items and property sheets for the OLE linked

objects it contains

The container also provides access to the commands that activate the

OLE linked object including the commands that provide access to

content represented by the OLE linked object These commands are

the same as those that have been registered for the link sources type

Because an OLE linked object represents and provides access to

another object that resides elsewhere editing an OLE linked object

always takes the user back to the link source Therefore the com

mand used to edit an OLE linked object is the same as the command

of its linked source object For example the menu of linked object

can include both Open and Edit if its link source is an OLE embed

ded object The Open command opens the embedded object just as

carrying out the command on the OLE embedded object does The

Edit command opens the container window of the OLE embedded

object and activates Ihe object for OLE visual editing
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Figure 11.28 shows the result of opening linked bitmap image of

horn The image appears in its own window for editing Note that

changes made to the horn are reflected not only in its host container

the Classical CD Review document but in every other document

that contains an OLE linked object linked to that same portion of the

Horns document This illustrates both the power and the potential

danger of using links in documents

OLE linked object OLE container window

dcii
Erie dii yie Jnsert Format Ioolx Table Help

Link source window1l1Il
Ella Edit Vie image Upho Help

LSJLflSE.J-

playLPalba
fox Antendan ________

multimedia exn \\
abthtyto erdi tI

gezuuse _____
Collction coutanu

nifm atm and

1flFlTEflLUU

For Help did- Help Topic on the Help He
JTh

il

Figure 11.28 Editing link source

At first glance editing an OLE linked object seems to appear similar

ro an opened OLE embedded object separate primary window

opens displaying the data However the container of an OLE linked

object does not render the link representation using the open hatched

pattern because the link source does not reside at this location The
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OLE linked object is not the real object only stand-in that enables

the source to be visually present in other locations Editing the

linked object is functionally identical to opening the link sonrce

Similarly the title bar text of the link sources window does not use

the convention as an open OLE embedded object because the link

source is an independent object Therefore the windows operate and

close independently cf each other If the link sources window is

already visible the OLE linked object notifies the link source to

activate bringing the existing window to the top of the order

Note that the container of the OLE linked object does display mes

sages related to opening the link source For example the container

displays message if the link source cannot be accessed

Automatic and Manual Updating

When the user creates an OLE link by default it is an automatic

link that is whenever the source data changes the links visual

representation changes without requiring any additional information

from the user Therefore do not display an Update Automatic

Links Now message box If the update takes significant time

to complete you can display message box indicating the progress

of the update

If users wish to exercise cnntrol ever when links are updated they

can set the linked obj acts update property to manual Doing so

requires that the user choose an explicit command to update the link

representation The link can also be updated as part of the link

containers update fields or recalc action or other command that

implies updating the presentation in the containers window
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Operations and Links

The operations available for an OLE linked object are supplied by

its container and its source When the user chooses command sup

plied by its container the container application handles the opera

tion For example the container
processes

commands such as Cut

Copy or Properties When the user chooses command supplied

registered by its source the operation is conceptually passed back

to the linked source object for processing In this sense activating an

OLE linked object activates its source object

In certain cases the linked object exhibits the result of an operation

in other cases the linked source object can be brought to the top of

the order to handle the operation For example carrying out com

mands such as Play or Rewind on link to sound recording ap

pear to operate on the linked object in place However if the user

chooses command to alter the links representation of its sources

content such as Edit or Open the link source is exposed and re

sponds to the operation instead of the linked object itself

link can play sound in place but cannot support editing in place

For link source to properly respond to editing operations fully

activate the source object with all of its containing objects and its

container For example when the user double-clicks linked object

whose default operation is Edit the source or its container opens

displaying the linked source object ready for editing If the source is

already open the window displaying the source becomes active This

follows the standard convention for activating window already

open that is the window comes to the top of the order You can

adjust the view in the window scrolling or changing focus within

the window as necessary to present the source object for easy user

interaction The linked source window and linked object window

operate and close independently of each other

If link source is contained

within read-only document

display message box advising the

user that edits cannot be saved to

the source file
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Types and Links

An OLE linked object includes cached copy of its sources type at

the time of the last update When the type of linked source object

changes all links derived from that source object contain the old

type and operations until either an update occurs or the linked source

is activated Because out-of-date links can potentially display obso

lete operations to the user mismatch can occur When the user

chooses command for an OLE linked object the linked object

compares the cached lype with the current type of the linked source

If they are the same the OLE linked object forwards the operation

on to the source If they are different the linked object informs its

container In response the container can either

Carry out the new types operation if the operation issued from

the old link is syntactically identical to one of the operations reg

istered for the sources new type

Display message box if the issued operation is no longer sup

ported by the link sources new type as shown in Figure 11.44

In either case the OLE linked object adopts the sources new type

and subsequently the container displays the new types operations in

the OLE linked object menu

Link Management

An OLE linked object includes properties such as the name of its

source its sources type and the links updating basis which is ei

ther automatic or manual An OLE linked object also has set of

commands related to these properties It is the responsibility of the

container of the linked object to provide the user access to these

commands and properties To support this an OLE container pro
vides property sheet for all of its OLE objects You can optionally

also include Links dialog box for viewing and altering the proper

ties of several links simultaneously
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Accessing Properties of OLE Objects

Like other types of objects OLE embedded and linked objects have

properties The container of an OLE object is responsible for provid

ing the user interface for access to the objects properties The fol

lowing sections describe how to provide user access to the properties

of OLE objects

The Properties Command

Design OLE containers to include Properties command and prop

erty sheets for any OLE objects it contains If the container applica

tion already includes Properties command for its own native data

you can also use it to support selected OLE embedded or linked

objects Otherwise add the command to the drop down and pop-up

menu you provide for accessing the other commands for the object

preceded by menu separator as shown in Figure 11.29

Object commands

Dedicated listed on Edit Pop-up menu

object menu drop-down menu for object

ride

Eepeat

ci

Lopy

Paste

Paste Link

Paste paciaI..

Links

Opes

Figure 11.29 The Properties command
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When the user chooses the Properties command the container dis

plays property sheet containing all the salient properties and val

ues organized by category for the selected object Figure 11.30

shows examples property sheet pages for an OLE object

Follow the format the system uses for property sheets and the con

ventions outlined in this guide Use the short type name in the title

har for an 01 linked object precede the name with the word

Linked as in Linked Worksheet Include General property

page displaying the icon name type size and location of the object

Also include Convert command button to provide access to the

type conversion dialog box On View page display properties

associated with the view and presentation of the OLE object within

the container These include scaling or position properties and

whether to display the object in its content presentation or as an

icon The Display As Icon field includes Change Icon command

button that allows the user to customize the icon presentation of the

object The Change Icon dialog box is shown in Figure 11.31

Document Properties

Figure 11.30 OLE embedded object property sheet
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For OLE linked objects also include Link page
in its property

sheet containing the essential link parameters and coniniands as

shown in Figure II .32

Liener.sl Vis

Linked To

.D Uci_JEfieF ii \S haror_\REVIEc./.D

change Source..

Update Lad Update

AutrrriaticaIIk Date I_IflkriiJAn

511104
Time LIrt.rIirr

Oçer Source Update Nob Break Lint

__..g.liJJ

tfltLt11L_._ 4.st1AthLL..-

Figure 11.32 The Link page for the property sheet of an OLE linked object

Figure 11.31 The Change Icon dialog box
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For the typical OLE link include the source name the Update set

ting automatic or manual the Last Update timestamp and com
mand buttons that provide the following link operations

Break Link effectii ely disconnects the selected link

Update Now forces the selected link to connect to its sources and

retrieve the latest information

Open Source opens the link source for the selected link

Change Source invokes dialog box similar to the common Open

dialog box to allow the user to respecify the link source

The Links Command

In addition to property sheets OLE containers can optionally in

clude Links command that provides access to dialog box for

displaying and managing multiple links Figure 11.33 shows the

Links dialog box The list box in the dialog box displays the links

in the container Each line in the list contains the link sources name
the link sources object type short type name and whether the link

updates automatically or manually If link source cannot be found

Unavailable appears in the update status column

If the user chooses the Links command when the current selection

includes linked object or objects display that link or links as

selected in the Links dialog box and scroll the list to display the first

selected link at the top of the list box

Figure 11.33 The Links dialog box
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Allow 15 characters for the short type name field and enough space

for Automatic and Manual to appear completely As the user selects

each link in the list its type name and updating basis appear in

their entirety at the bottom of the dialog box The dialog box also

includes link management command buttons included in the Link

page of OLE linked object property sheets Break Link Update

Now Open Source and Cbange Source

Define the Open Source button to be the default command button

when the input focus is within the list of links Support double-click

ing an item in the list as shortcut for opening that link source

Clicking the Change Source button displays version of the Open

dialog box that allows the user to change the source of link by

selecting file or typing filename If the user enters source name

that does not exist and chooses the default button message box is

displayed with the following message as shown in Figure 11.34

If the user chooses Yes display the Change Source dialog box to

correct the string If the user chooses No store the unparsed dis

play name of the link source until the user links successfully to

newly created object that satisfies the dangling reference The

container application can also choose to allow the user to connect

only to valid links

If the user changes link source or its directory and other linked

objects in the same container are connected to the same original link

source the container may offer the user the option to make the

changes for the other references To support this option use the mes

sage box as shown in Figure 11.35

Figure 11.34 message box for an invalid source
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kCà amer Name

The electeij link F-ia been chanaed Thi

doc.i_imerit cntain additional liriki

fl5fflØ Do ou vant to bangs additinal link

ia No

Figure 11.35 Changing additional links with the same source

Converting Types

Users may want to convert an objects type so they can edit the

object with different application To support the users converting

an OLE nhject frnm current type to another registered type pro
vide Convert dialog box as shown in Figure 11.36 The user ac

cesses the Convert dialog box by including Convert button beside

the Type field in an objects property sheet

This dialog box displays the current type of the object and list box

with all possible conversions This list is composed of all types regis

tered as capable of reading the selected objects format but this does

not necessarily guarantee the possibility of reverse conversion If the

user selects new type from the list and chooses the OK button the

selected object is converted immediately to the new type If the ob

ject is open the container closes it before beginning the conversion

Previous guidelines recom

mended including Convert

command on the menu for se

lected OLE oblect You may continue

to support this however providing

access through button in the prop

erty sheet of the object is the pre

ferred method

Figure 11.36 The Convert dialog box
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Make sure the application that supplies the conversion does so with

minimal impact in the user interface That is avoid displaying the

applications primary window but do provide progress
indicator

message box with appropriate controls so that the user can monitor

or internipt the conversion process

If the conversion of the type could result in any lost data or informa

tion the application you use to support the type conversion should

display warning message box indicating that data will be lost and

request confirmation by the user before continuing Make the mes

sage as specific as possible about the nature of the information that

might be lost for example Text properties will not be preserved

If the conversion will result in no data loss the warning message is

not necessary

In addition to converting type the Convert dialog box offers the

user the option to change the type association for the object by

choosing the Activate As option When the user chooses this option

selects type from the list and chooses the OK button the objects

type is now treated as the new type This differs from type conver

sion in that the objects type remains the same but its activation

conimand is now handled by different application It also differs

in that converting type only affects the object that is converted

Changing the activation association of single object of the type

changes it for all OLE embedded objects of that type For example

converting rich-text format document to text document only

affects the converted document However if the user chooses the

Activate As option to change the association for the rich-text format

object so they will be activated as text object that is by the same

application registered for editing text objects all OLE embedded

rich text format objects will be also be activated this way

At the bottom of the Convert dialog box text describes the outcome

of the choices the user selects Table 11.3 outlines the syntax of the

descriptive text to use within the Convert dialog box
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Table 11.3 Descriptive Text for Convert Dialog Box

Function

Convert the selected objects

type to new type

Convert the selected objects

type to new type and dis

play the object as an icon

No type change the select

ed type is the same as its

existing type

Cbange the activation

association for the selected

objects type

Change the activation

association for the selected

objects type and display

the object as an icon

Resulting text

Permanently changes the selected Existing

Type Name object to New Type Name

object

Permanently changes the selected Existing

Type Name object to New Type Nome

object The object will be displayed as an

icon

The New Type Name you selected is the

same as the type of the selected object so

its type will not be converted

Every Existing Type Name object will be

activated as New Type Name object but

not be converted to the new type

Every Existing Type Name object will be

activated as New Type Name object but

converted to the new type The selected

object will be displayed as an icon

Disable the Convert option for linked object because conversion

for link must occur on the link source Also disable Activate As

option if no types are registered for alternative activation If the user

can neither convert nor change the activation association disable the

Convert command that displays this dialog box
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Using Handles

container displays handles for an OLE embedded or linked object For more information about

when the object is selected individually When an object is selected the appearance of handles

and not active only the scaling of the object its cached metafile can see Chapter 13 Visual Design

be supported If container uses handles for indicating selection but

does not support scaling of the image use the hollow form of handles

When an OLE embedded object is activated for OLE visual editing

it displays its own handles Display the handles within the active

hatched pattern as shown in Figure 11.37

hh ////////// fl7J/W//J///J/////fl/flfl/Jfl/7//7

LJ..H L..U.
U.S

c4pact
Disc vs LPSales$

LgJJ
1983 198 1991

Lii çps
LPs

6345K 18552K

26571K
32657K

17429K

Total 37663K 45223K 50066K

Figure 11.37 An active OLE embedded object with handles

The interpretation of dragging the handle is defined by the OLE
embedded objects application The recommended operation is

crop

ping where you expose more or less of the OLE embedded objects

content and adjust the viewport If cropping is inappropriate or un

supportable use an operation that better fits the context of the object

or simply support scaling of the object If no operation is meaning

ful but handles are required to indicate selection while activated

use the hollow handle appearance
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Undo Operations forActive and Open Objects

Because different objects that is different underlying applications

take control of window during OLE visual editing managing com

mands like Undo or Redo present question how are the actions

performed within an edited OLE embedded object reconciled with

actions performed on the native data of the container with the Undo

command The recommended undo model is single undo stack per

open window that is all actions that can be reversed whether

generated by OLE embedded objects or their container accumulate

on the same undo stale sequence Therefore choosing Undo from

either the containers menus or an active objects menus reverses the

last undoable action performed in that open window regardless of

whether it occurred inside or outside the OLE embedded object If

the container has the focus and the last action in the window oc

curred within an OLE embedded object when the user chooses

Undo activate the embedded object reverse the action and leave

the embedded object active

The same rule applies to open objects that is objects that have

been opened into their own window Because each open window

manages single stack of undoable states actions performed in an

open object are local to that objects window and consequently must

be undone from there actions performed in the open object even if

they create updates in the container do not contribute to the undo

state of the container

Carrying out registered command of selected but inactive object

or using shortcut equivalent is not reversible action therefore it

does not add to containers undo stack For example if the user

opens an object this action cannot be undone from its container

The resulting window must be closed directly to remove it

Figure 11.38 shows two windows container Window which has

an active 01 embedded object and an open embedded object in

Window Between the two windows nine actions have been per

formed in the order and at the location indicated by the numbers

The resulting undo stacks are displayed beneath the windows
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Active
OLE embedded object

Window

Open OLE embedded object

The sequence of undo states shown in Figure 11.38 does not neces

sarily imply an level undo It is merely timeline of actions that

can be undone at or more levels depending on what the con

tamer object cooperation supports

The active object actions and native data actions within Window

have been serialized into the same stack while the actions in Win

dow have accumulated onto its own separate stack

The actions discussed so far apply to single window not to actions

that span multiple windows such as OLE drag and drop For single

action that spans multiple windows the ideal design allows the user

to undo the action from the last window involved This is because in

WindowA

Figure 11.38 Undo stacks for active and open OLE embedded objects
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most cases the user fDcuses on that window when desiring to reverse

the action So if the user drags and drops an item from Window

into Window the action appends to Window Bs undo thread and

undoing it undoes the entire OLE drag and drop operation Unfortu

nately the system does not support multiple window undo coordina

tion So for multiple window action create independent undo

actions in each window involved in the action

Displaying Messages

This section includes recommendations about other messages to

display for OLE interaction using message boxes and status line

messages Use the following messages in addition to those described

earlier in this chapter

Object Application MesSageS

Display the following messages to notify the user about situations

where an OLE objects application is not accessible

Objects Application Cannot Run Standalone

Some OLE objects are designed to be used only as components

within container and have no value in being opened directly If the

user attempts to open or run an OLE objects application that cannot

run as standalone application display the message box shown in

Figure 11.39

The system supplies most of

the message boxes described

in this chapter For more informa

tion about how to support these see

the OLE documentation included in

the Win32 SDK

Figure 11.39 Objects ppIication cannot be run standalone message
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Objects Application Busy

An objects application can be running but busy for several rea

sons For example it can be busy printing waiting for user input to

modal message box or the application has stopped responding to

the system If the objects application is busy display the message

box shown in Figure 11.40

flf
This action ca not be completed beca cc

Name bi.uy

Choose Stitch To to acUvale oaknMe
nd correct the probrant

5sitchj_j fletry Cancel

Figure 11.40 Objects application is busy message

Objects Application Unavailable

If the user attempts to activate an object and the container cannot

locate the requested objects application for example because the

objects type is not registered or because the network server where

the application resides is unavailable display the message box shown

in Figure 11.41

Ii 1111111
The .$plicahon hØceenan to activate thi

.k prçt1vetLixelis unavailable

100 can actiate it as or conert it to another

type
ol object

________________________ ________________________

Figure 11.41 Objects application is unavailable message

Choosing the Activate As button displays the Convert dialog box

preset with the Activate As option and list of current types the user

can use to associate with activating the object Choosing the Convert

button displays the Convert dialog box with the Convert option set

and the list of types the user can choose to change the type of the

object Ideally an application that registers the type should be able

to read and write that format without any loss of information If it
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cannot preserve the information of the original type the application

handling the type emulation displays message box warning the user

about what information it cannot preserve and optionally allows the

user to convert the objects type

If container supports inside-out activation for an object display

this message when the user tries to interact with that object not

when its container is opened This avoids the display of the message

to the user who only intends to view the content

OLE Linked Object Messages

Display the following messages to notify the user about situations

related to interaction with OLE linked objects

Link Source Files Unavailable

When container requests an update for its OLE linked objects

either because the user chooses an explicit Update command or as

the result of another action such as Recalc operation that forces an

update if the link source files for some OLE links are unavailable to

provide the update display the message box shown in Figure 11.42

When the user chooses the OK button close the dialog box without

updating the links

Optionally if you want to support the user changing the source you

supply your own message box that also includes Properties button

Links button or both in the message box Choosing the Properties

button displays the property sheet for the link see Figure 11.32

with Unavailable in the Update field The user can then use the

Figure 11.42 Link source files are unavailable message
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Change Source button to search for the file or choose other com
mands related to the link When the user chooses this Links button

display your Links dialog box following the same conventions as for

the property sheet

Similarly if the user issues command to an OLE linked object

with an unavailable source display the warning message shown in

Figure 11.43

t4O
his action cannot be completed because th

selected hnk source is presently unavailable

IIHIiHiJli 1I1IIIIllll1I

Figure 11.43 Selected link source is unavailable message

You can also supply your own message if you want to provide

Properties or Links button that enables the user to change the source

Display the OLE linked objects update status as Unavailable

Link Source Type Changed

If link sources type has changed but it is not yet reflected for an

OLE linked object and the user chooses command that does not

support the new type display the message box shown in Figure 11.44

The Fik is no longer .od.tŁc.tpe

and cannot respond to the ie coisiniand

oic ncaç ohoore.a difFerent command

OK

Figure 11.44 Link sources type has changed message
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Link Updating

While links are updating display the progress indicator message box

shown in Figure 11.45 The Stop button interrupts the update process

and prevents any updating of additional links

Status Line Messages

Table 11.4 lists suggested status line messages for commands on

the primary container menu commonly the File menu of an

opened object

Table 11.4 Primary Container Menu Status Line Messages

Command Status line message

Update Container-

Document

Updates the appearance of this Type Name in

Container-Document

Close Return to

Container-Document

Closes Object Name and returns to Container-

Document

Save Copy As Saves copy of Type Name in separate file

Exit Return to

Container-Document

Exits Object Application and returns to

Container-Document

Table 11 .5 lists the recommended status line messages for the Edit

menu of containers of OLE embedded and linked objects

If the open object is within

an MDI application with other

open documents the Exit Return

To command should simply be

Exit There is no guarantee of

successful Return To Container-

Document after exiting because the

container might be one of the other

documents in that MDI instance

Figure 11.45 Progress indicator while links update message
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Paste Special

Paste Link Object Name

Paste Shortcut Object Name

Insert Object

Object Name

Object Name1

Command

Object Name1

Properties

Links

Status line message

Inserts the content of the Clipboard

as Objecr Name

Inserts the content of the Clipboard

with format options

Inserts link to Object Name

Inserts shortcut icon to Object

Name

Inserts new object

Applies the following commands to

Object Name

Varies based on command

Allows properties of Object Name

to be viewed or modified

Allows links to be viewed updated

opened or removed

Object Name may be either the objects short type name or its filename

Table 11.6 lists other related status messages

Table 11.6 Other Status Line Messages

Command Status line message

Show Objects Displays the borders around objects toggle

Select Object Double-click or press ENTER to Default Command

when the user Object Name

selects an object

The default command stored

in the registry contains an

ampersand character and the

access key indicator these must be

stripped out before the verb is dis

played on the status line

Table 11.5 Edit Menu Status Line Messages

Command

Paste Object Name
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CHAPTER

UserAssistance

Online user assistance is an important part of prodncts design and

can be supported in variety of ways from automatic display of

information based on context to commands that require explicit user

selection Its content can be composed of contextual procedural

explanatory reference or tutorial information But user assistance

should always be simple efficient and relevant so that user can

obtain it without becoming lost in the interface This chapter

provides description of the system support to create common

online forms of user assistance support and guidelines for implemen
tation For more information about authoring Help files see

the documentation included in the Microsoft Win32 Software

Development Kit SDK

Contextual User Assistance

contextual form of user assistance provides information about

particular object and its context It answers questions such as What
is this and Why would use it This section covers some of the

basic ways to support contextual user assistance in your application

Context-Sensitive Help

The Whats This command supports user obtaining contextual

information about any object on the screen including controls in

property sheets and dialog boxes This form of contextual user
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assistance is referred to as context-sensitive Help As shown in Fig

ure 12.1 you can support user access to this command by including

Whats This command from the Help drop-down menu of

primary window

Whats This button on toolbar

Whats This buFtton on the title bar of secondary window

Whats This command included on the pop-up menu for the

specific object

Whats This toolbar button

Whats This menu command

Whats This title bar button

Figure 12.1 Different methods of accessing Whats This

Design your application so that when the user chooses the Whats

This command from the Help drop-down menu or clicks Whats

This button the system is set to temporary mode Change the

pointers shape to reflect this mode change as shown in Figure 12.2

The SHtFTFl combination is the shortcut key for this mode

IIIII
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vIFII IIIIII

FDPr1ter
iIFlsfolcr

1111iii1111FF
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1FFiF111II

lF

iF
ll1111

FF

IIFIFFl

LtJbIIII FUFFIii LvLi1 jgI011

111Ii9er
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liDoFiliFFiFi1FFIFiii

11F
1F FFVFoFFFFhFill11FFII111IiIIlidliVOlilFIiiiFFllJFIviiiliii

ilF
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iliriIIIiVIFFFIiFFJF01FFFFFFi11FIIV1VJi
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iiiii
1iFFFFF

i111 IlL
1Fii11FF Hh liii
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FFFFIHFFFoFviiiviiIIIiiiIv101

ll iiIIII

Figure 12.2 context-sensitive Help pointer

Help pointer
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Display the context-sensitive Help pointer only over the window that

provides context-sensitive Help that is only over the active window

from which the Whats This command was chosen

in this mode when the user clicks an object with mouse button

for pens tapping display context-sensitive Help pop-up window

for that object The context-sensitive Help window provides brief

explanation about the object and how to use it as shown in Figure

12.3 Once the context-sensitive Help window is displayed return

the pointer and pointer operation to its usual stateiLEi
Butlons Pointers Motion General

Fointr speed

Fart
hi

djusts the speed hich the poi iter moves Sri your

screen

Figure 12.3 pop-up window for context-sensitive Help

If the user presses
shortcut key that applies to window that is in

contextual Help mode you can display contextual Help pop-up

window for the command associated with that shortcut key

However there are some exceptions to this interaction First if the

user chooses menu title either in the menu bar or cascading

menu maintain the mode until the user chooses menu item and

then display the context-sensitive Help window Second if the

user clicks the item with mouse button and the object supports

pop-up menu maintain the mode until the user chooses menu item

or cancels the menu If the object does not support pop-up menu
the interaction should be the same as clicking it with mouse button

Finally if the chosen object or location does not support context-

sensitive Help or is otherwise an inappropriate target for context-

sensitive Help cancel the context-sensitive Help mode

If the user chooses the Whats This command second time clicks

outside the window or presses the ESC key cancel the context-sensi

tive Help mode Restore the pointer to its usual image and operation

in that context
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When the user chooses the Whats This command from pop-up

menu as shown in Figure 12.4 the interaction is slightly different

Because the user has identified the object by clicking mouse button

there is no need for entering the context-sensitive Help mode

Instead immediately display the context-sensitive Help pop-up

window for that object

111 III_vI_
Buttonri Poinlers Motijri Gensrsl

II III
11111111 ihi liiiliii IIIIIII

Fainter tpasd

HH.flIhyH

Figure 12.4 pop-up menu for control

The Fl key is the shortcut key for this form of interaction that is

pressing Fl displays context-sensitive Help window for the object

that has the input focus

Guidelines for Writing Context-Sensitive Help

When authoring context-sensitive Help information you are answer

ing the question What is this Indicate the action associated with

the item In English versions begin the description with verb for

example Adjusts the speed of your mouse or Provides place

for you to type in name for your document For command buttons

you may use an imperative form for example Click this to close

the window When describing function or object use words that

explain the function or object in common terms instead of technical

terminology or jargon For example instead of Undoes the last

action say Reverses the last action

In the explanation you might want to include why information

You can also include how to information but if the procedure

requires multiple steps consider supporting this information using

task-oriented Help Keep your information brief but as complete as

possible so that the Help window is easy and quick to read
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As an option you can provide context-sensitive Help information for

your supported file types by registering Whats This command for

the type as shown in Figure 12.5 This allows the user to choose the

Whats This command from the file icons pop-up menu to get

information about an icon representing that type When defining this

Help information include the type name and brief description of

its function using the previously described guidelines

For more information about

registering commands for file

types and about type names see

Chapter 10 Integrating with the

System

Tooltips

Microsoft WordPad document

You can open this document to view or
edit_it._j

Figure 12.5 Context-sensitive Help information for an icon

Another form of contextual user assistance are tooltips Tooltips are

small pop-up windows that display the name of control when the

control has no text label The most common use of tooltips is for

toolbar buttons that have graphic labels as shown in Figure 12.6 but

they can be used for any control

FitPIEIiit S.iev cI iiik
Ii ii

æI1F Id i.III__I 5fiiij 11111
Cctriterjls of PuLilic 1Dl

Figure 12.6 tooltip for toolbar button

Display tooltip after the pointer or pointing device remains over

the button for short period of time The tooltip remains displayed

until the user presses
the button or moves off of the control or after

another time-out If the user moves the pointer directly to another

control supporting tooltip ignore the time-out and display the new

tooltip immediately replacing the former one

Tooltip
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If you use the standard toolbar control the system automatically

provides support for tootips It also includes tooltip control that can

be used in other contexts If you create your own tooltip controls

make them consistent with the system-supplied controls

Status BarMessages

You can also use status bar to provide contextual user assistance

However if you support the users choice of displaying status bar

avoid using it for displaying information or access to functions that

are essential to basic operation and not provided elsewhere in the

applications interface In addition because the status bars location

may not be near the user area of activity the user may not always

notice status bar message As result it is best to consider status

bar messages as secondary or supplemental form of user asci stance

In addition to displaying state information about the context of the

activity in the window you can display descriptive messages about

menu and toolbar buttons as shown in Figure 12.7 Like tooltips the

window typically must be active to support these messages When
the user moves the pointer over toolbar button or presses the mouse

button on menu or button display short message the describing

use of the associated command

For more information about

toolbars and tooltip controls

see Chapter Menus Controls

and loolbars
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Selected menu item

status bar message can include progress indicator control or other

forms of feedback about an ongoing process such as printing or

saving file that the user initiated in the window Although you can

display progress information in message box you may want to use

the status bar for background processes so that the windows inter

face is not obscured by the message box

Guidelines for Writing Status Bar Messages

When writing status bar messages begin the text with verb in the

present tense and use familiar terms avoiding jargon For example

say Cuts the selection and puts it on the Clipboard Try to be as

brief as possible so the text can be easily read but avoid truncation

Status bar message

Figure 12.7 status bar message for selected menu command
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Be constructive not just descriptive informing the user about the

purpose of the command When describing command with spe

cific function use words specific to the command If the scope of the

command has multiple functions try to summarize For example

say Contains commands fur editing and furrnatting your document

When defining messages for
your menu and toolbar buttons dont

forget their unavailable or disabled state Provide an appropriate

message to explain why the item is not currently available For ex

ample when the user selects disabled Cut command you could

display This command is not available because no text is selected

The Help CommancEButton

You can also provide contextual Help for property sheet dialog

box or message box by including Help button in that window as

shown in Figure 12.8 When the user chooses the Help command

button display the Help information in Help secondary window

rather than context-sensitive Help pop-up window

The user assistance provided by Help command button differs from

the Whats This form of Help Command button Help should

provide an overview summary assistance or explanatory informa

tion for that window For example for message box it can provide

more information about causes and remedies for the reason the mes

sage was displayed Consider the Help command an optional sec

ondary form of contextual user assistance not substitute for

context-sensitive Whats This Help Dont use it as substitute

for clear understandable designs for your secondary windows

Figure 12.8 Help button in secondary window
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Task-Oriented Help

Task-oriented help provides the steps for carrying out task It can

involve number of procedures You present task-oriented Help in

task Help topic windows

Task Topic Windows

Task Help topic windows are displayed as primary windows The

user can size this window like any other primary window

You provide primary access to task Help topics through the Help

Topics browser described later in this chapter You can also include

access to specific topics through other interfaces such as navigation

links placed in other Help topics

Task topic windows include set of command buttons at the top of

the window as shown in Figure 12.9 that provide the user access to

the Help Topics browser the previously selected topic and other

Help commands such as copying and printing topic You can de

fine which buttons appear by defining them in your Help files

In the printer window you can find information such as the status

of print jobs and the owner of document If you want to cancal

or pause the printing of any ot the documents you have sent

click the document and then use the commands on tha

Document menu

Figure 12.9 window for task Help topic

fl The window style is referred

to as primary window be

cause of its appearance and opera

tion In technical documentation

this window style is sometimes

referred to as Help secondary

window

To view documents waiting to he printed

Click the Start button point to Settings and then click Printers

Double click the icon Icr the printer you want to look at The print

.qy.e.y
with all of the print jobs listed appears

Tip
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Although you can define the size and location of task Help topic

window to the specific requirements of your application it is best to

size and position the window so as to cover the minimum of space

but make it large enough to allow the user to read the topic prefer

ably without having to scroll the indow This makes it easier for

the novice user who may be unfamiliar with scrolling

The title bar text of the Help topic identifies the context supplying

the topic window Consider naming the Help file to also match

Include topic title as part of the body of the topic Define the topic

title to correspond to the entries you include in the Help Topics

browser that provide direct access to the topic This does not mean
that you must use the same wording as those entries but they should

be similar enough to allow the user to recognize their relationship

Like tooltips the default interior color of task topic window should

use the system color setting for Help windows This allows the

user to more easily distinguish the Help topic from their other win

dows However for specialized topics you can set the color of task

topic window

Guidelines for Writing Task Help Topics

The buttons that appear at the top of task Help topic window are

defined by your Help file At minimum you should provide

button that displays the Help Topics browser dialog box Back

button to return the user to the previous topic and buttons that pro
vide access to other functions such as Copy and Print

To provide access to the Help Topics browser dialog box include

Help Topics button This displays the Help Topics browser window

on the tabbed page that the user was viewing when the window was

last displayed Although this is the most common form of access to

the Help Topics browser window alternatively you can include but

tons such as Contents and Index that correspond to the tabbed pages

to provide the user with direct access to those pages when the dialog

box is displayed
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As with context-sensitive Help when writing task Help information

topics make them complete but brief However in task Help topics

focus on how information rather than what or why Task Help

should assist the user in completing task not try to document

everything there is to know about topic If there are multiple

alternatives pick one method usually the simplest most common

method for specific procedure If you want to include information

on alternative methods provide access to them through other choices

or commands

If you keep the procedure to four or fewer steps the user will not

need to scroll the window Avoid introductory conceptual or refer

ence material in the procedure

Also take advantage of the context of procedure For example if

property sheet includes slider control that is labeled Slow at one

end and Fast at the other be concise Say Move the slider to

adjust the speed instead of To increase the speed move the slider

to the right To decrease the speed move the slider to the left If

you refer to control by its label capitalize each word in the label

even though the label has only the first word capitalized This helps

distinguish the label from the rest of your text

Optionally you can include Related Topics button in your topic

window to provide access to other topics When the user chooses

this button display the Topics Found dialog box as shown in

Figure 12.14

Shortcut Buttons

Task Help topic windows can also include shortcut or do it but

ton that provides the user with shortcut or automated form of per

forming particular step as shown in Figure 12.10 For example use

this to automatically open particular dialog box property sheet or

other object so that the user does not have to search for it
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Shorlcut button

Help Iopic Optiorc

To set up ew printer

Click here ii to start installing printer

Follow the intructions on the screen

It you want to print test page tirst make sure your printer is on

and ready to print

Tip

It you went to use shared network printer you can set it up

quickly by browsing br it in Network Neighborhood clicking the

printers icon and then clicking Install on the File menu

Figure 12.10 task Help topic with shortcut button

Shortcut buttons not only provide efficiency for the user they also

reduce the amount of information you may need to present and the

user needs to read However you need not use the buttons as sub

stitute for doing the task or specific step in the task particularly if

you want to support the user being able to accomplish the task with

out using Help For common tasks you may want balance includ

ing information that tells the user how to do the task and shortcut

buttons that make stepping through the task easier For example you

might include text that reads Click here to display the Display prop

erties and shortcut button

Reference Heir

Reference Help is form of Help information that serves more as

online documentation Use reference Help to document the features

of product or as users guide to product Often the use deter

mines the balance of text and graphics used in the Help file Refer

ence-oriented documentation typically includes more text and

follows consistent presentation of information Users guide docu

mentation typically organizes information by specific tasks and may
include more illustrations
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The Reference Help Window

When designing reference Help use Help primary window style

sometimes called main Help window as shown in Fignre

12.11 rather than the context sensitive Help pop-up windows or task

Help topic windows

File Edit Eloot mart Ophoo Help

Coilenh lnde rErlr7 .1_..UP

About Toolbars

Atoolbar has built-in customization features including system-defined

customization dialog box that allowthe userto insert delete or rearrange

toolbar buttons An application determines whethorthe customization features

are availahle tn the user and cnntrnls the e4erittn whir.h the use.r may

Figure 12.11 reference Help window

You can provide access to reference Help in variety of ways The

most common is as an explicit menu command in the Help drop-

down menu but you can also provide access using toolbar button

or even as specific file object icon

reference Help window includes menu bar with File Edit

Bookmark Options and Help entries and toolbar with Contents

Index Back and Print buttons The system provides these features

by default for main Help window These features support user

functions such as opening specific Help file using the Help Topics

too/bails control windowthat contains one or more buttons Each button

sends command message to the parentwindowwhen the user chooses it

Typically the buttons in toolbar correspond to items in the applications

menu providing an additional and more directwayforthe userto access an

applications commands The following illustration shows windowthat has

toolbar positioned belowthe menu bar
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browser copying and printing topics creating annotations and

bookmarks for specific topics and setting the Help windows proper

ties You can add other buttons to this window to tailor your online

documentation to fit your particular user needs

Although the reference Help style can provide information similar to

that provided in contextual Help and task Help these forms of Help

are not exclusive of each other Often the combination of all these

items provides the best solution for user assistance They can also be

supplemented with other forms of user assistance

Guidelines for Writing Reference Help

Reference Help topics can include text graphics animations video

and audio cffccts Follow the guidelines included throughout this

guide for recommendations on using these elements in the presenta

tion of information In addition the system provides some special

support for Help topics

Adding Menus and Too Buttons

You can author additional menus and buttons to appear in the refer

ence Help window However you cannot remove existing menus

Because reference Help files typically include related topics include

Previous Topic and Next Topic browse buttons in your Help window

toolbar Another common button you may want to include is See

Also button that either displays pop-up window or the Topics

Found dialog box as shown in Figure 12.14 with the related topics

Other common buttons include Up for moving to the parent or over

view topic and History to display list of the topics the user has

viewed so they can rel urn directly to particular topic

Make toolbar buttons contextual to the topic the user is viewing For

example if the current topic is the last in the browse chain disable

the Next Topic button When deciding whether to disable or remove

button follow the guidelines defined in this guide for menus
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Topic Titles

Always provide title for the current topic The title identifies the

topic and provides the user with landmark within the Help system

The title should correspond to the entries you include in the Help

Topics browser window Use the title bar text of the window to iden

tify the context and supplier of the topic The Help filename should

also match

Nonscrolling Regions

If your topics are very long you may want to include nonscrollable

region in your Help file nonscrolling region allows you to keep

the topic title and other information visible when the user scrolls

nonscrolling region appears with line at its bottom edge to delin

eate it from the scrollable area Display the scroll bar for the scroll

able area of the topic so that its top appears below the nonscrolling

region not overlapped within that region

Jumps

jump is button or interactive area that triggers an event when the

user clicks on it You can use jump as one-way navigation link

from one topic to another either within the same topic window to

another topic window or topic in another Help file

You can also use jumps to display pop-up window As with pop-up

windows for context-sensitive Help use this form of interaction to

support definition or explanatory information about the word or

object that the user clicks

Jumps can also carry out particular commands Shortcut buttons used

in Help task topics are this form of jump

You need to provide visual indications to distinguish jump from

noninteractive areas of the window You can do this by displaying

jump as button changing the pointer image to indicate an interac

tive element formatting the item with some other visual distinction

such as color or font or combination of these methods The default

system presentation for text jumps is green
underlined text
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The Help Topics Browser

The Help Topics browser dialog box provides user access to Help

information To open this window include Help Topics menu item

oa the Help drop-dow menu Alternatively you can include menu

commands that open the window to particular tabbed page for

example Contents Index and Find Topic

In addition provide Help Topics button in the toolbar of task or

reference Help topic window When the user chooses this button

display the Help Topics browser window with the last page the user

accessed If you prefer provide Contents Index and Find Topic

buttons for direct access to specific page For example by default

reference Help windows include Contents and Index button access to

the Help Topics browser

The Help Topics Tabs

Opening the Help Top Ecs window displays set of tabbed pages The

default pages include Contents Index and Find tabs You can author

additional tabs

The Contents Page

The Contents page displays the list of topics organized by category

as shown in Figure 12 12 book icon represents category or group

of related topics and page icon represents an individual topic You

can nest topic levels but avoid more than three levels as this can

make access cumbersome
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Seeing what on joui computer

Highway

tjonientz Indes Find
III

Clipk topic and then click Dr clic another tab uch as lr-de

JhAJIJ JliIJUJAli LJLd LiIJ

Introducing Windows

iour iirlire I_Ier Guide

lI.LJ Getting Your Work Done

The bakics

Finding file or lolder quickly

III Browsing using Windows Esplorer

Saving your work

Copying end moving inlormation

Using drag and drop

Welcome to the lnIormatioi

Personalizing Windows

LlsingWindowsAccessories

How To..

Tip drIdTnl

Figure 12.12 The Contents page of the Help topics browser

The buttons at the bottom of the page allow the user to open or close

book of topics and display particular topic The Print button

prints either book of topics or specific topic depending on

which the user selects The outline also supports direct interaction

such as double-clicking for opening the outline or topic

Guidelines for Writing Help Contents Entries

The entries listed on the Contents page are based on what you author

in your Help files Define them to allow the user to see the organiza

tional relationship between topics Make the topic titles you include

for your software brief but descriptive and correspond to the actual

topic titles
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The Index Page

The Index page of the browser organizes the topics by keywords that

you define for your topics as shown in Figure 12.13

The user can enter keyword or select one from the list Choosing

the Display button displays the topic associated with that keyword

If there arc multiple tcpics that use the same keyword then another

secondary window is displayed that allows the user to choose from

that set of topics as shown in Figure 12.14 You can also use this

dialog box to provide access to related topics by including Sec

Also button or Related Topics button in topic window

Figure 12.13 The Index page of the Help Topics browser
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Guidelines for Writing Help Index Keywords

Provide an effective keyword list to help users find the information

they are looking for When deciding what keywords to provide for

your topics consider the following categories

Words for novice user

Words for an advanced user

Common synonyms of the words in the keyword list

Words that describe the topic generally

Words that describe the topic discretely

The Find Page

The Find page as shown in Figure 12.15 provides full-text search

functionality that allows the user to search for any word or phrase in

the Help file This capability requires full-text index file which

you can create when building the Help file or which the user can

create when using the Find page

Figure 12.14 The Help topics window
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Conlenir Inde Find

Type the QOrdlCI YOU toni to tind

sen Clear
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copying file to floppy disk
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18 cpa Found All ordo Eregin. Auto Paine

Figure 12.15 The Find page of the Help Topics browser

Wizards

wizard is special form of user assistance that automates task The system provides support

through dialog with the user Wizards help the user accomplish for creating wizard using

tasks that can be complex and require experience Wizards can auto- the standard property sheet control

mate almost any task including creating new objects and formatting
For more information about this

the presentation of set of objects such as table or paragraph
control see Chapter Menus

They are especially useful for complex or infrequent tasks that the
Controls and Toolbars

user may have difficulty learning or doing

However wizards are not well-suited to teach user how to do

something Although wizards assist the user in accomplishing task

they should be designed to hide many of the steps and much of the

complexity of given task Similarly wizards are not intended to be

used for tutorials wizards should operate on real data For instruc

tional user assistance consider task Help or tutorial-style interfaces
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Do not rely on wizards as solution for ineffective designs if the

user relies on wizard too much it may be an indication of an overly

complicated interface not good wizard design In addition consider

using wizard to supplement rather than replace the users direct

ability to perform specific task Unless the task is fairly simple or

done infrequently experienced users may find wizard to be ineffi

cient or not provide them with sufficient access to all functionality

Wizards may not always appear as an explicit part of the Help inter- For more information about

face You can provide access to them in variety of ways including templates see Chapter

toolbar buttons or even specific icons such as templates
General Interaction Techniques

Guidelines for Designing Wizards

wizard is series of presentations or pages displayed in second

ary window that helps the user through task The pages include

controls that you define to gather input from the user that input is

then used to complete the task for the user

Optionally you can define wizards as series of secondary windows

through which the user navigates However this can lead to in

creased modality and screen clutter so using single secondary

window is recommended

At the bottom of the windnw include the following command but

tons that allow the user to navigate through the wizard

Command Action

Back Returns to the previous page Remove or disable the button

on the first page

Next Moves to the next page in the sequence maintaining

whatever settings the user provides in previous pages

Finish Applies user-supplied or default settings from all pages and

completes the task

Cancel Discards any user-supplied settings terminates the process

and closes the wizard window
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Use the title bar text of the wizard window to clearly identify the

purpose of the wizard But because wizards are secondary windows

they should not appear in the taskhar You may optionally include

context-sensitive Whats This Help title bar button as well

On the first page of wizard include graphic in the left side of the

window as shown in Figure 12.16 The purpose of this graphic is to

establish reference point or theme such as conceptual render

ing snapshot of the area of the display that will be affected or

preview of the result On the top right portion of the wizard window

provide short paragraph that welcomes the user to the wizard and

explains what it does You may also include controls for entering or

editing input to be used by the wizard if there is sufficient space

However avoid offering too many choices or choices that may be

difficult to distinguish or understand without context

On subsequent pages you can continue to include graphic for con

sistency or if space is critical use the entire width of the window for

displaying instructional text and controls for user input When using

graphics include pictures that help illustrate the
process as shown

in Figure 12.17 Include default values or settings for all controls

where possible

Add New UardwareWi

Figure 12.16 An introductory page of wizard
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Figure 12.17 Input page for wizard

You can include the Finish hutton at any point that the wizard can

complete the task For example if you can provide reasonable de

faults you can even include the Finish button on the first page Place

the Finish hutton to the right and adjacent to the Next button This

allows the user to step through the entire wizard or only the page on

which they wish to provide input Otherwise if the user needs to

step through each page of the wizard replace the Next button with

the Finish button on the last page of the wizard Also on the last page

of the wizard indicate to the user that the wizard is prepared to com

plete the task and instruct the user to click the Finish button

Design your wizard pages to be easy to understand It is important

that users immediately understand what wizard is about so they

dont feel like they have to read it very carefully to understand what

they have to answer It is better to have greater number of simple

pagcs with fewer choices than smaller number of complex pages
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with too many options or text In addition follow the conventions

outlined in this guide and consider the following guidelines when

designing wizard

Minimize the number of
pages that require the display of sec

ondary window Novice users are often confused by the additional

complexity of secondary windows

Avoid wizard design that requires the user to leave the wizard to

complete task Less experienced users are often the primary

users of wizard Asking them to leave the wizard to perform

function can make them lose their context Instead design your

wizard so that the user can do everything from within the wizard

Make it visually clear that user-interface elements that are part of

graphic illustration on wizard page are not interactive You can

do this by varying the graphic from their normal sizes or render

ing them in more abstract representation

Avoid advancing pages automatically The user may not be able to

read the information before page advances In addition wizards

are intended to allow the user to be in control of the process that

the wizard automates

Display wizard window so that the user can recognize it as the

primary point of input For example if you display wizard from

control the user chooses in secondary window you may need

to place the wizard window so that it partially obscures that sec

ondary window

Make certain that the design alternatives offered by your wizard

provide the user with positive results You can use the context

such as the selection to determine what options may be reason

able to provide

Make certain that it is obvious how the user can proceed when the

wizard has completed its process This may be accomplished by

the text you include on the last page of the wizard
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Guidelines for Writing Text for Wizard Pages

Use conversational rather than instructional writing style for the

text you provide on the screens The following guidelines can be

used to assist you in writing the textual information

Use words like you and yout

Start most questions with phrases like Which option do you

want.. or Would you like Users respond better to questions

that enable them to do task than being told what to do For ex

ample Which layout do you want works better in wizards than

Choose layout

Use contractions and short common words In some cases it may For more information about

be acceptable to nse slang bnt you must consider localization localization design see Chap-

when doing so ter 14 Special Design Consider

ations

Avoid using technical terminology that may be confusing to

novice user

Try to use as few words as possible For example the question

Which style do you want for this newsletter could be written

simply as Which style do you want

Keep the writing clear concise and simple but remember not to

be condescending
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CHAPTER

VisualDesign

What we see influences how we feel and what we understand Visual

information communicates nonverbally but very powerfully It can

include cues that motivate direct or distract This chapter covers the

visual and graphic design principles and guidelines that you can

apply to the interface design of
your

Microsoft Windows-based

applications

Visual Communication

Effective visual design serves greater purpose than decoration it

is an important tool for communication Flow you organize informa

tion on the screen can make the difference between design that

communicates message and one that leaves user feeling puzzled

or overwhelmed

Even the best product functionality can suffer if its visual presenta

tion does not communicate effectively If you are not trained in vi

sual or information design it is good idea to work with designer

who has education and experience in this field and include that per

son as member of the design team early in the development pro

cess Good graphic designers provide perspective on how to take

the best advantage of the screen and how to use effectively the con

cepts of shape color contrast focus and composition Moreover

graphic designers understand how to design and organize informa

tion and the effects of fonts and color on perception
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Composition and Organization

We organize what we read and how we think about information

by grouping it spatially We read screen in the same way we read

other forms of information The eye is always attracted to the col

ored elements before black and white to isolated elements before

elements in group and to graphics before text We even read text

by scanning the shapes of groups of letters Consider the following

principles when designing the organization and composition of

visual elements of your interface hierarchy of information focus

and emphasis stmcture and balance relationship of elements read

ability and flow and unity of integration

Hierarchy of Information

The principle of hierarchy of information addresses the placement of

information based on its relative importance to other visual elements

The outcome of this ordering affects all of the other composition and

organization principles and determines what information user sees

first and what user is encouraged to do first To further consider

this principle ask these questions

What information is most important to user

In other words wli at are the priorities of user when encounter

ing your applications interface For example the most important

priority may be to create or find document

What does user want or need to do first second third and so on

Will your ordering of information support or complicate users

progression through the interface

What should user see on the screen first second third and so on

What user sees frst should match the users priorities when pos
sible but can be affected by the elements you want to emphasize

Focus and Emphasis

The related principle of focus and emphasis guides you in the place

ment of priority items Determining focus involves identifying the

central idea or the focal point for activity Determine emphasis by
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choosing the element that must be prominent and isolating it from

the other elements or making it stand out in other ways

Where the user looks first for information is an important consider

ation in the implementatinn nf this principle Culture and interface

design decisions can govern this principle People in western cul

tures for example look at the
upper

left corner of the screen or win

dow for the most important information So it makes sense to put

top-priority item there giving it emphasis

Structure and Balance

The principle of structure and balance is one of the most important

visual design principles Without an underlying stmcture and bal

ance of visual elements there is lack of order and meaning and this

affects all other parts of the visual design More importantly lack

of stmcture and balance makes it more difficult for the user to clearly

understand the interface

Relationship of Elements

The principle of relationship of elements is important in reinforcing

the previous principles The placement of visual element can help

communicate specific relationship of the elements of which it is

part For example if button in dialog box affects the content of

list box there should be spatial relationship between the two ele

ments This helps the user to clearly and quickly make the connec

tion just by looking at the placement

Readability and Flow

This principle calls for ideas to be communicated directly and

simply with minimal visual interference Readability and flow can

determine the usability of dialog box or other interface component

When designing the layout of window consider the following

Could this idea or concept be presented in simpler manner

Can the user easily step through the interface as designed

Do all the elements have reason for being there
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Unity and Integration

The last principle unity and integration reflects how to evaluate

given design in relationship to its larger environment When an

applications interface is visually unified with the general interface

of Windows the user finds it easier to use because it offers consis

tent and predictable work environment To implement this principle

consider the following

How do all of the different parts of the screen work together

visually

How does the visual design of the application relate to the

systems interface or other applications with which it is used

Color

Color is very important property in the visual interface Because

color has attractive qualities use it to identify elements in the inter

face to which you want to draw the users attention for example

the current selection Color also has an associative aspect we often

assume there is relationship between items of the same color Color

also carries with it emotional or psychological qualities For ex

ample colors are often categorized as cool or warm

When used indiscriminately color can have negative or distracting

effect It can affect not only the users reaction to your software but

also productivity by making it difficult to focus on task

In addition there are few more things to consider about using color

Although you can use color to show relatedness or grouping

associating color with particular meaning is not always obvi

ous or easily learned

Color is very subjective property Everyone has different

tastes in color What is pleasing to you may be distasteful to

someone else

Some percentage cf your users may work with equipment that

only supports monochrome presentation
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Interpretation of color can vary by culture Even within single

culture individual associations with color can differ

Some percentage of the population may have color-identification

problems For example about percent of the adult male popula

tion have some form of color confusion

The following sections summarize guidelines for using color color

as secondary form of information use of limited set of colors

allowing the option to change colors

Color as Secondary Form of Information

Use color as an additive redundant or enhanced form of informa

tion Avoid relying on color as the only means of expressing

particular value or function Shape pattern location and text labels

are other ways to distinguish information It is also good practice

to design visuals in black and white or monochrome first then

add color

Use of Limited Set of Colors

Although the human eye can distinguish millions of different colors

using too many usually results in visual clutter and can make it diffi

cult for the user to discern the purpose of the color information The

colors you use should fit their purpose Muted subtle complemen

tary colors are usually better than bright highly saturated ones

unless you are really looking for carnival like appearance where

bright colors compete for the users attention

Color also affects color Adjacent or background colors affect the

perceived brightness or shade of particular color neutral color

for example light gray is often the best background color oppo
site colors such as red and green can make it difficult for the eye to

focus Dark colors tend to recede in the visual space light colors

come forward
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Options to Change Colors

Because color is subjective personal preference allow the user

to change colors where possible For interface elements Windows

provides standard system interfaces and color schemes If you base

your software on these system properties you can avoid including

additional controls plus your visual elements are more likely to

coordinate effectively when the user changes system colors This is

particularly important if you are designing your own controls or

screen elements to match the style reflected in the system

When providing your own interface for changing colors consider the

complexity of the task and skill of the user It may be more helpful if

you provide palettes or limited sets of colors that work well together

rather than providing the entire spectrum You can always supple

ment the palette with an interface that allows the user to add or

change color in the ualette

Fonts

Fonts have many functions in addition to providing letterforms for

reading Like other visual elements fonts organize information or

create particular mood By varying the size and weight of font

we see text as more or less important and perceive the order in which

it should be read

At conventional resolutions of computer displays fonts are generally

less legible online than on printed page Avoid italic and serif fonts

these are often hard to read especially at low resolutions Figure 13.1

shows various font choices

Ressliftkcn

Jagged edges in these examples cause eyestrain

tlese/ution

Resolution
Smoothness and clarity in these examples are

Resolution easier on the eye and permit faster recognition

Figure 13.1 Effective and ineffective font choices
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Limit the number of fonts and styles you use in your softwares

interface Using too many fonts usually results in visual clutter

Wherever possible use the standard system font for common

interface elements This provides visual consistesicy betweesi your

interface and the systems interface and also makes your interface

more easily scaleable Because many interface elements can be cus

tomized by the user check the system settings for the default system

font and set the fonts in your interface accordingly For more infor

mation about system font settings see the section Layout later in

this chapter

Dimensionality

Many elements in the Windows interface use perspective high

lighting and shading to provide three-dimensional appearance This

emphasizes function and provides real-world feedback to the users

actions For example command buttons have an appearance that

provides the user with natural visual cues that help communicate their

functionality and differentiate them from other types of information

Windows bases its three dimensional effects on common theoreti

cal light source the conceptual direction that light would be coming

from to produce the lighting and shadow effects used in the inter

face The light source in Windows comes from the upper left

When designing your own visual elements be careful not to overdo

the use of dimensionality Avoid unnecessary nesting of visual ele

ments and using three-dimensional effects for an element that is not

interactive Introduce only enough detail to provide useful visual

cues and use designs that blend well with the system interface
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Design of Visual Elements

All visual elements influence one another Effective visual design

depends on context In graphical user interface graphic element

and its function are completely interelated graphical interface

needs to function intuitively it needs to look the way it works and

work the way it looks

Basic Border Styles

Windows provides unified visual design for building visual compo- The basic border styles are

nents based on the border styles shown in Figure 13.2 based on standard system

color settings

Raised Outer Border Raised Inner Border

Top left edges

Button face color

STop left edges
Button highlight color

edges

frame color

Sunken Outer Button Border Sunken Inner Button Border

Top left edges

Button shadow color

Top left edges

Window frame color

right

edges Button

highlight color

Figure 13.2 Basic border styles

face color
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Border style Description

Raised outer border Uses single-pixel width line in the button face

color for its top and left edges and the window

frame color for its bottom and right edges

Raised inner border Uses single-pixel width line in the button

highlight color for its top and left edges and the

button shadow color for its bottom and right edges

Sunken outer border Uses single-pixel width line in the button shadow

color for its top and left border and the button

highlight color for its bottom and right edges

Sunken inner border Uses single-pixel width line in the window frame

color for its top and left edges and the button face

color for its bottom and right edges

If you use standard Windows controls and windows these border

styles are automatically supplied for your application If you create

your own controls your application should map the colors of those

controls to the appropriate system colors so that the controls fit in

the overall design of the interface when the user changes the basic

system colors

Window Border Style

The borders of primary and secondary windows except for pop-up

windows use the window border style Menus scroll arrow buttons

and other situations where the background color may vary
also use

this border style The border style is composed of the raised outer

and raised inner basic border styles as shown in Figure 13.3

Raised outer border

Raised inner border

The DrawEdge function au

tomatically provides these

border styles using the correct color

settings For more information about

this function see the documenta

tion included in the Microsoft Win32

Software Development Kit SDK

IIIIiiIIIiiiIIIIIIIIIlivliiiiiIIi

IiiiiI iDiiv111liiiliiiiILiii

ih liviiiiiliiliiiIIilliii
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Figure 133 Window border style
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Button Border Styles

Command buttons use the button border style The button border

style uses variation of the basic border styles where the colors of

the top and left outer and inner borders are swapped when combin

ing the borders as shown in Figure 13.4

right

edges Button

shadow color

right

edges Button

face color

The normal button appearance combines the raised outer and raised

inner button borders Twhen the user presses the button the sunken

outer and sunken inner button border styles are used as shown in

Figure 13.5

Raised Outer Button Border

Top left edges

Button highlight color

Raised Inner Button Border

Top left edges

Button face color

right

edges Window

frame color

Top leftedges

Window frame color

Sunken Inner Button Border

Top left edges

Button shadow color

Sunken Outer Button Border

-Bottom right

edges Button

highlight color

Figure 13.4 Button border styles
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Button Up Button Down

Raised outer border

Raised inner border Sunken inner border

Figure 13.5 Button up and button down border styles

Field Border Style

Text boxes check boxes drop-down combo boxes drop-down list

boxes spin boxes list boxes and wells use the field border style as

shown in Figure 13.6 You can also use the style to define the work

area within window It uses the sunken outer and sunken inner

basic border styles

Sunken outer border

Sunken inner border

Figure 13.6 The field border style

For most controls the interior of the field uses the button highlight

color However in wells the color may vary
based on how the field

is used or what is placed in the field such as pattern or color

sample For text fields such as text boxes and combo boxes the inte

rior uses the button face color when the field is read-only or disabled

Sunken outerborder
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Status Field Border Style

Status fields use the status field border style as shown in Figure

13.7 This style uses only the sunken outer basic border style

Sunken outer border

You use the status field style in status bars and any other read-only

fields where the content of the file can dynamically change

Grouping Border Style

Group boxes and menu separators use the grouping border style as

shown in Figure 13.8 The style uses the sunken outer and raised

inner basic border sty es

Sunken outer border

Raised inner border

Figure 13.7 The status tield border style

Figure 13.8 The group border style
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Visual States for Controls

The visual design of controls includes the various states supported

by the control If you use standard Windows controls Windows

automatically provides specific appearances for these states If you

design your own controls use the information in the previous

section for the appropriate border style and information in the fol

lowing sections to make your controls consistent with standard

Windows controls

Pressed Appearance

When the user presses control it provides visual feedback on the

down transition of the mouse button For the pen the feedback

provided is for when the pen touches the input surface and for the

keyboard upon the down transition of the key

For standard Windows check boxes and option buttons the back

ground of the button field is drawn using the button face color as

shown in Figure 13.9

JJj p.JoLD

iUÆ

set option Unset option

button button

Figure 13.9 Pressed appearance for check boxes and option buttons

For command buttons the button-down border style is used and the

button label moves down and to the right by one pixel as shown in

Figure 13.10

For more information about

standard control behavior and

appearance see Chapter Menus

Controls and Toolbars and the

documentation included in the

Win32 SDK

Checked

check box

Unchecked

check box

r1
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Figure 13.10 Pressed appearance for command button

Option-Set Appearance

When using buttons to indicate when its associated value or state

applies or is currently set the controls provide au option set appear

ance The option set appearance is used upon the up transition of the

mouse button or pen lip and the down transition of key It is visu

ally distinct from the pressed appearance

Standard check boxes and option buttons provide special visual

indicator when the option corresponding to that control is set

check box uses check mark and an option button uses dot that

appears inside the button as show in Figure 13.11

Label Label

Figure 13.11 Option-sel appearance for check boxes and option buttons

When using command buttons to represent properties or other state

information the button face reflects when the option is set The

button continues to use the button-down border style but checker

board pattern dither using the color of the button face and button

highlight is displayed on the interior background of the button as

shown in Figure 13.12 For configurations that support 256 or more

colors if the button highlight color setting is not white the button

interior background is drawn in halftone between button highlight

color and button face color The glyph on the button does not other

wise change from the pressed appearance
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Figure 13.12 Option-set appearance for command button

For well controls shown in Figure 13.13 when particular choice

is set place border around the control nsing the window text color

and the button highlight color

Mixed-Value Appearance

When control represents property or other setting that reflects

set of objects where the values are different the control is displayed

with mixed-value appearance also referred to as indeterminate

appearance as shown in Fignre 13.14

For most standard controls leave the field with no indication of

cnrrent set value if it represents mixed value For example for

drop-down list the field is blank

Figure 13.13 Option-set appearance for well
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Standard check boxes support special appearance for this state

that displays the check mark in the button shadow color against

checkerboard background that uses the button highlight color and

button face color For configurations that support 256 or more colors

if the button highlighl color setting is not white the interior of the

control is drawn in halftone between button highlight color and

button face color

lollliiiIllIll

IlliUlillil

Ill Llabllh

101ll

101 liiiIllioh111111hIDlOllVIIII
iii
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liii
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1111101111111111lll

11111101
lifi

Figure 13.14 Mixed-value appearance for check box

For graphical command buttons such as those used on toolbars the

checkerboard pattern using the button highlight color and button

face color or the halftone color is drawn on the background of the

button face as shown in Figure 13.15 The image is converted to

monochrome presentation and drawn in the button shadow color

--
IIIIIi

For check box and command button controls displaying mixed-value

appearance when the user clicks the button the
property value or

state is set Clicking second time clears the value As an option you

can support third click to return the button to the mixed-value state

The system defines the

mixed-value states for check

boxes as constants BS_3STATE and

BS AUTO3STATE when using the

CreateWindow and CreateWin

dowEx functions For more informa

tion about these functions see the

documentation included in the

Win32 SDK

Figure 13.15 Mixed-value appearance for buttons
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Unavailable Appearance

When control is unavailable also referred to as disabled its nor

mal functionality is no longer available to the user though it can

still support access to contextual Help information because the

functionality represented does not apply or is inappropriate under the

current circumstances To reflect this state the label of the control

is rendered with special unavailable appearance as shown in

Figure 13.16

Figure 13.16 Unavailable appearance for check boxes and option buttons

For graphical or text buttons create the engraved effect by convert

ing the label to monochrome and drawing it in the button highlight

color Then overlay it at small offset with the label drawn in the

button shadow color as shown in Figure 13.17

If check box or option button is set but the control is unavailable

then the controls label is displayed with an unavailable appearance

and its mark appears in the button shadow color as shown in

Figure 13.18

Figure 13.18 Unavailable appearance for check boxes and option buttons when set

Figure 13.17 Unavailable appearance for buttons
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If graphical button needs to reflect both the set and unavailable

appearance as shown in Figure 13.19 omit the background check

erboard pattern and combine the option-set and the unavailable ap

pearance for the buttons label

Input Focus Appearance

This button is set but unavailable

You can provide visual indication so the user knows where the

input focus is For text boxes the system provides blinking cursor

or insertion point For other controls dotted outline is drawn around

the control or the controls label as shown in Figure 13.20

Input focus

Figure 13.20 Example of input focus in control

The system provides the input focus appearance for standard con

trols To use it with your own custom controls specify the rect

angle to allow at least one pixel of space around the extent of the

control If the input focus indicator would be too intmsive as an

option you can include it around the label for the control Display

the input focus when the mouse button pen tip is pressed while

over control for the keyboard display the input focus when

navigation or access key for the control is pressed

The system provides support

for drawing the dotted out

line input focus indicator using the

DrawFocusRect function For more

information about this function see

the documentation included in the

Win32 SDK

Figure 13.19 Unavailable and option-set appearance for buttons
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Flat Appearance

When you nest controls inside of scrollable region or control avoid

using three-dimensional appearance because it may not work effec

tively against the background Instead use the flat
appearance style

as shown in Figure 13.21

Label ASU
Label

Itami

Item

Item

ItemS

Label Terd Box ReadV/rite

Label Dropdomn Combo

Label Drop-domn Combo

Itami

ltem2 fill

Iff77R fl
ltem4

Item

Labal Spin Box

Label

Label

Slider

Group box

Unchecked Option

Checked Option

Unchecked Option

Group box

.J Unchecked Check Box

Checked Check Box

Unchecked Check Box

Txteti

Figure 13.21 Flat appearance for standard controls

The system provides support for the flat appearance style for stan

dard controls It also includes support for drawing the edges of your

own custom controls so you can match the appearance used by stan

dard system controls

The DrawFrameControl and

DrawEdge functions Support

drawing the flat appearance For

more information about these func

tions see the documentation in

cluded in the Win32 SDK
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Layout

Size spacing and placement of information are critical in creating

visually consistent ani predictable environment Visual stmcture is

also important for communicating the purpose of the elements dis

played in window Ta general follow the layout conventions for

how information is read In western countries this means left-to-

right top-to-bottom with the most important information located in

the upper left cornet

Font and Size

The default system font is key metric in the presentation of visual

information The default font used for interface elements in Win

dows U.S release is MSR Sans Serif for 8-point Menu bar titles

menu items control labels and other interface text all use 8-point

MS Sans Serif Title bar text also uses the 8-point MS Sans Serif

bold font as shown ir Figure 13.22 However because the user can

change the system font make certain you check this setting and

adjust the presentation of your interface appropriately rather than

assuming fixed size for fonts or other visual elements Also adjust

your presentation when the system notifies your application that

these settings have changed

The GetSystemMetrics stan

dard windows elements

SystemParametersinfo primary

windows fonts and GetStock

Object secondary windows fonts

functions provide the current system

settings The WM SETTINGCHANGE

message notifies applications when

these settings change For more in

formation about these APIs see the

documentation included in the

Win32 SDK
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Menu item text is MS Sans Serif point

Title bar text is MS Sans Serif point bold

Menu bar text is MS Sans Serif point

The system also provides settings for the font and size of many sys

tem components including title bar height menu bar height border

width title bar button height icon tide text and scroll bar height and

width When designing your
window layouts take these variables

into consideration so that your interface will scale appropriately In

addition use these standard system settings to determine the size of

your custom interface elements

Default command button is

displayed with bold frame

Status bar text is MS Sans Serif point

Default menu item is displayed as bold text

Figure 13.22 Default font usage in windows

Text in secondary window

is MS Sans Serif point
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The system defines the size and location of user interface elements

in window based on dialog base units not pixels dialog base

unit is the device-independent measure to use for layout One hori

zontal dialog base unit is equal to one-fourth of the
average character

width for the current system font One vertical dialog base unit is

equal to one-eighth of an average character height for the current

system font The default height for most single-line controls is 14

dialog base units Be careful when using pixel-based drawing pro

gram because this may not provide an accurate representation when

you translate your design into dialog base units

If menu item represents default command the text is bold De
fault command buttons use bold outline around the button In gen
eral use nonbold text in your windows Use bold text only when you

want to call attention to an area or create visual hierarchy

Avoid displaying any secondary window larger than 263-dialog

bases units 263-dialog base units The recommended sizes for

property sheets are 252-dialog base units wide 218-dialog base

units high 227-dialog bases units wide 215-dialog base units high

and 212-dialog base units 188-dialog base units high These sizes

keep the window from becoming too large to display at some resolu

tions and still provide reasonable space to display supportive infor

mation such as Help windows that apply to the dialog box or

property sheet

For easy readability make buttons consistent length However if

maintaining this consistency greatly expands the
space required by

set of buttons it may be reasonable to have one button larger than

the rest

Similarly when using tabs try to maintain consistent width for all

tabs in the same window and same dimension However if par

ticular tabs label makes this unworkable you can size it larger and

maintaining smaller consistent size for the other tabs If tabs

label contains variable text you may want to size the tab to fit the

label up to some reasonable maximum after which you truncate and

add an ellipsis

Provide toolbar buttons in at least two different sizes 24-pixels wide

22-pixels high and 32-pixels wide 30-pixels high This includes

the border The image size you include as the buttons label should

be 16 16 pixels and 24 24 pixels respectively It is best to center

Your application can retrieve

the number of pixels per base

unit for the current display using

the GetDialogBaseUnits function

For more information about this

function see the documentation in

cluded in the Win32 SOK

For more information about

common toolbar images see

Chapter Menus Controls and

Toolbars
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the image on the buttons face Use the smaller size as your
default

presentation and provide an option for users to change the size Be

certain that you include button images to support all visual states for

the buttons

For larger buttons on very high resolution displays you can propor

tionally size the button to be the same height as text box control

This allows the button to maintain its proportion with respect to

other controls in the toolbar You can stretch the image when the

button is an even multiple of the basic sizes Alternatively you can

supply additional image sizes This may be preferable because it

provides better visual results

Toolbar buttons generally have only graphical labels and no accom

panying textual label You can use tooltip to provide the name of

the button

Capitalization

When displaying text in menus command buttons and tabs use

conventional book title capitalization For example for U.S ver

sions capitalize the first letter in each word unless it is an article or

preposition not occurring at the beginning or end of the name or

unless the words conventional
usage

is not capitalized For example

Insert Object

Paste Link

Save As

Go To

Always on Top

By Name

Use this same convention for default names you provide for

filenames title bar text or icon labels Of course if the user supplies

name for an object display the name as the user specifies it re

gardless of case
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Field labels such as those used for option buttons cheek boxes text

boxes group boxes and page tabs should use sentence-style capitali

zation For U.S versions this means capitalize only the first letter of

the initial word and any words that are normally capitalized For

example

Extended XMS memory

Working directory

Print to

Find whole words only

Grouping and Spacing

Group related components together You can use group box controls

or spacing Leave at least four dialog base units between controls

Although you can also use color to visually group objects it is not

common convention and could result in undesirable effects when the

user changes color schemes

Maintain consistent margin seven dialog base units is recom

mended from the edge of the window Use spacing between groups

within the window Figure 13.23 shows the recommended spacing

Align related items Align related items

5roup Lo

BRo OneI aluftns and conftffls

enwle IS

I____________________________

Heir

circup ho -- ______________

Ophor button IS ecimple one

Option button Ic exanple to

buttcn te eenple ftiree None dia9
base

Ugh_ri tuttn t_- edrIIple tLU

iT ____ OK

dialog base units

Figure 13.23 Recommended layout and spacing of controls and text
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Position controls in toolbar so that there is at least windows

border width from the edges of the toolbar Use at least fonr dialog

base units spacing between controls unless you want to align set

of related toolbar buttons adjacently Use adjacent alignment for

toolbar buttons that are related For example when using toolbar

buttons like set of option buttons align them without any spacing

between them

Alignment

When information is positioned vertically align fields by their left

edges in western countries This usually makes it easier for the user

to scan the information Text labels are usually left aligned and

placed above or to the left of the areas to which they apply When

placing text labels to the left of text box controls align the height of

the text with text displayed in the text box

Placement

Stack the main command buttons in secondary window in the

upper right corner or in row along the bottom as shown in Figure

13.24 If there is default button it is typically the first button in the

set Place OK and Cancel buttons next to each other The last button

is Help button if supported If there is no OK button but other

command buttons it is best to place the Cancel button at the end of

set of action buttons but before Help button If particular com
mand button applies only to particular field group it with that field

For more information about

button placement in second

ary windows see Chapter Sec

ondary Windows
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Button applies

to group

within page

Buttons apply

to window

Placement of command buttons or other controls within tabbed

page implies the application of only the transactions on that page If

command bnttons are placed within the window but not on the

tabbed page they apply to the entire window

Design of Graphic Images

When designing pictorial representations of objects whether they are

icons or graphical buttons begin by defining the icons purpose and

its use Brainstorm about possible ideas considering real-world

metaphors It is often difficult to design icons that define operations

or processes activities that rely on verbs Consider nouns instead

For example scissors can represent the action of Cut

Draw your ideas using an icon-editing utility or pixel bitmapped

drawing package Drawing them directly on the screen provides

immediate feedback about their appearance Tt is good idea to

begin the design in black and white Consider color as an enhancing

property Also test your images on different backgrounds They may

not always be seen against white or gray backgrounds

Figure 13.24 Examples of layout of buttons
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Consistency is also important in the design of graphic images As

with other interface elements design images assuming light source

from the upper left In addition make certain the scale size and

orientation of your graphics are consistent with the other objects to

which they are related and fit well within the working environment

Avoid using triangular arrow graphic similar to the one used in

cascading menus drop-down controls and scroll arrows When this

image appears on button it implies that the control will display

additional information For example you can use an arrow graphic to

designate menu button

You may want to use technique called anti-aliasing when designing

graphic images Anti-aliasing involves adding colored pixels to

smooth the jagged edges of graphic However avoid using anti

aliasing on the outside edge of an icon because the contrasting pixels

may look jagged or fuzzy on varying backgrounds

Finally remember to consider the potential cultural impact of your For more information about

graphics What may have certain meaning in one country or culture designing for international

may have unforeseen meanings in anothen It is best to avoid letters audiences see Chapter 14 Special

or words if possible as this may make the graphics difficult to apply
Design Considerations

for other cultures

Icon Design

Icons are used throughout the Windows interface to represent objects

or tasks Because the system uses icons to represent your softwares

objects it is important to not only supply effective icons but to

design them to effectively communicate their purpose

When designing icons design them as set considering their rela

tionship to each other and to the users tasks Do several sketches or

designs and test them for usability
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Sizes and Types

Supply icons for your application in all standard sizes 16 16 pixel

16 color 32 32 piAel 16 color and 48 48 pixel 256 color as

shown in Figure 13.25 Although you can also include greater color

depth for the smaller sizes it increases the storage requirements for

the icons and may not be displayable on all computer configurations

Therefore if you choose to provide 256 color icons in the smaller

sizes do so in addition to providing the standard 16 color format

48x48 32x32 16x16

ri To display icons at 48-x48-

LJ
pixel resolution the registry

value Shell Icon Size must be in

creased to 48 To display icons in

color resolution depth higher than

16 colors the registry value Shell

Icon 8FF must be set to or more

These values are stored in HKEY_

CURRENT USER\Desktop\Win

dowMetrics

Figure 13.25 Three sizes of icons

The system automatically maps colors in your icon design for mono
chrome configurations However you should check your icon design

in monochrome configuration If the result is not satisfactory author

and supply monochrome icons as well

Define icons not only for
your application executable file but also

for all data file types supported by your application as shown in

Figure 13.26

Application icons

1Il
EIi Li Document icons

Figure 13.26 Application and supported document icons

Icons for documents and data files should be distiuct from the

applications icon Include some common element of the appli

cations icon but focus on making the document icon recognizable

and representative of the files coutent

Register the icons you supply iu the system registry If
your software

does not register any icons the system automatically provides one

based on your applications icon as shown in Figure 13.27 However

it is unlikely to be as detailed or distinctive as one you can supply

For more information about

registering your icons see

Chapter 1D Integrating with the

System
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Figure 13.27 System-generated icon for file type without registered icon

Icon Style

When designing your icons use common style across all icons Re

peat common characteristics but avoid repeating unrelated elements

An illustrative style tends to communicate metaphorical concepts

more effectively than abstract symbols However in designing an

image based on real-world object use only the amount of detail

that is really necessary for user recognition and recall Where pos
sible and appropriate use perspective and dimension lighting and

shadow to better communicate the real-world representation as

shown in Figure 13.28

Figure 13.28 Perspective and dimension improve graphics

User recognition and recollection are two important factors to con

sider in icon design Recognition means that the icon is identifiable

by the user and easily associated with particular nhject Support

user recognition by using effective metaphors Use real-world ob

jects to represent abstract ideas so that the user can draw from previ

ous leaming and experiences Exploit the users knowledge of the

world and allude to the familiar

To facilitate recollection design your icons to be simple and distinct

Applying the icon consistently also helps build recollection there

fore design your small icons to be as similar as possible to their

larger counterparts It is generally best to try to preserve general

shape and any distinctive detail 48 48-pixel icons can be rendered

in 256 colors This allows very realistic-looking icons but focus on

simplicity and careful use of color If
your

software is targeted at

computers that can only display 256 colors make certain you only

use colors from the systems standard 256 color palette If you aim

at computers configured for 65000 or more colors you can usc any

combination of colors

Previous to Microsoft Win

dows 95 black outlines were

recommended for icon design This

style recommendation has been

dropped
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Pointer Design

You can use pointers design to help the user identify objects and

provide feedback about certain conditions or states However use

pointer changes conservatively so that the user is not distracted by

excessive flashing of multiple pointer changes while traversing the

screen One way to handle this is to use time-out before making

noncritical pointer changes

When you use pointer to provide feedback use it only over areas

where that state applies For example when using the hourglass

pointer to indicate that window is temporarily noninteractive if the

pointer moves over window that is interactive change it to its ap

propriate interactive image If process makes the entire interface

non-interactive display the hourglass pointer wherever the user

moves the pointer

Pointer feedback ma not always be sufficient For example for

processes that last longer than few seconds it is better to use

progress indicator that indicates progressive status elapsed time

estimated completion time or some combination of these to provide

more information about the state of the operation In other situations

you can use command button states to reinforce feedback for ex

ample when the user chooses drawing tool

Use pointer that best fits the context of the activity The I-beam

pointer is best used to select text The normal arrow pointer works

best for most drag and drop operations modified when appropriate

to indicate copy and link operations

The location for the hot spot of pointer shown in Figure 1329 is

important for helping the user target an object The pointers design

should make the location of the hot spot intuitive For example for

cross-hair pointer the implied hot spot is the intersection of the lines

For more information about

some of the common point

ers see Chapter Input Basics

For information about displaying

pointers for drag and drop opera

tions see Chapter General In

teraction Techniques
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i/

Figure 13.29 Pointer hot spots

Animating pointer can be very effective way of communicating

information However remember that the goal is to provide feed

back not to distract the user In addition pointer animation should

not restrict the users ability to interact with the interface

Selection Appearance

When the user selects an item provide visual feedback to enable the

user to distinguish it from items that are not selected Selection ap

pearance generally depends on the object and the context in which

the selection appears

Display an object with selection appearance as the user performs

selection operation For example display selection
appearance when

the user presses the mouse button to select an object

It is best to display the selection
appearance only for the scope area

or level window or pane that is active This helps the user recognize

which selection currently applies and the extent of the scope of that

selection Therefore avoid displaying selections in inactive windows

or panes or at nested levels

Hot spot Hot spot

For more information about

selection techniques see

Chapter General Interaction

Techniques
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However in other contexts it may still be appropriate to display

selection
appearance simultaneously in multiple contexts For ex

ample when the user selects an object and then selects menu item

to apply to that object selection appearance is always displayed for

both the object and the menu item because it is clear where the user

is directing the input In cases where you need to show simultaneous

selection but with the secondary selection distinguished from the

active selection you can draw an outline in the selection highlight

color around the secondary selection or use some similarvariant of

the standard selection highlight technique

Highlighting

The GetSysColor function

provides access to the cur

rent setting for the system selection

highlight color COLOR HIGH

LIGHT For more information about

this function see the documenta

tion included in the Win32 SDK

rtpp Button

ipn duttor

Selected icon

Product Group

___________________ Selected menu item

Figure 13.30 Examples of selection appearance

In secondary window it may be appropriate to display selection

highlighting when the highlight is also being used to reflect the

setting for control For example in list boxes highlighting often

indicates current setting In cases like this provide an input focus

indication as well so the user can distinguish when input is being

directed to another control in the window you can also use check

marks instead of highlighting to indicate the setting

For many types of objects you can display the object or its back

ground or some distinguishing part of the object using the system

highlight color Figure 13.30 shows examples of selection

appearances

-Selected text

roductsOver the past 12 nonths vs introduced
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Handles

Handles provide access to operations for an object but they can also

indicate selection for some kinds of objects The typical handle is

solid filled square box that appears on the edge of the object as

shown in Figure 13.31

Selected graphic object

Figure 13.31 Selected graphic object with handles

The handle is hollow when the handle indicates selection but is

not control point by which the object may be manipulated Figure

13.32 shows solid and hollow handle

Selection highlight color Selection highlight color

Highlighted text color Highlighted text color

Base the default size of handle on the current system settings for

window border and edge metrics so that your handles are appropri

ately sized when the user explicitly changes window border widths

or to accommodate higher resolutions Similarly base the colors you

use to draw handles on system color metrics so that when the user

changes the default system colors handles change appropriately

The system settings for win-

dow border and edge metrics

can be accessed using the Get

SystemlVletrics function For more

information about this function see

the documentation included in the

Win32 SDK
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When using handles to indicate selection display the handle in the

system highlight color To help distinguish the handle from the vari

able background draw border and the edge of the handle using the

systems setting for highlighted text For hollow handles use the

opposite selection highlight color for the border and highlighted

text color for the fill color If you display handles for an object even

when it is not selected display handles in different color such as

the window text color so that the user will not confuse it as part of

the active selection

Transfer Appearance

When the user drags an object to perform an operation for example

move copy print and so on display representation of the object

that moves with the pointer In general do not simply change the

pointer to be the object as this may obscure the insertion point at

some destinations Instead use translucent or outline representation

of the object that moves with the pointer as shown in Figure 13.33

100.00

Figure 13.33 Translucent and outline representation drag transfer

You can create translucent representation by using checkerboard

mask made up of 5u percent transparent pixels When used together

with the objects normal appearance this provides representation

that allows part of the destination to show through An outline repre

sentation should also use translucent or transparent interior and

gray or dotted outline

For more information about

drag and drop transfer opera

tions see Chapter General In

teraction Techniques
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The presentation of an object being transferred displayed is always

defined by the destination Use representation that best communi

cates how the transferred object will be incorporated when the user

completes the drag transfer For example if the object being

dragged will be displayed as an icon then display an icon as its

representation If on the other hand it will be incorporated as

native content then display an appropriate representation For ex

ample you could display graphics object as an outline or translu

cent image of its shape table cell as the outline of rectangular

box and text selection as the first few characters of selection with

transparent background

Set the pointer image to be whatever pointer the target location uses

for directly inserting information For example when dragging an

object into normal text context use the beam pointer In addition

include the copy or link image at the bottom right of the pointer if

that is the interpretation for the operation

Open Appearance

Open appearance is most commonly used for an OLE embedded

object but it can also apply in other situations where the user opens

an object into its own window To indicate that an object is open
display the object in its containci window overlaid with set of

hatched 45 degree lines drawn every four pixels as shown in

Figure 13.34

If the opened object is selected display the hatched lines using the

system highlight color When the opened object is not selected

display the lines using the systems setting for window text color

For more information about

the use of open appearance

for OLE embedded objects see

Chapter 11 Working with OLE Em
bedded and OLE Linked Objects

Figure 1334 An abject with opened appearance
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Animation

Animation can be an effective way to communicate information For

example it can illustrate the operation of particular tool or reflect

particular state It can also be used to include an element of fun in

your interface You can use animation effects for objects within

window and interface elements such as icons buttons and pointers

Effective animation involves many of the same design consider

ations as other graphics elements particularly with respect to color

and sound Fluid animation requires presenting images at 16 or

more frames
per

second

When you add anima ion to your software ensure that it does not

affect the interactivity of the interface Do not force the user to re

main in modal state to allow the completion of the animation

Unless animation is part of process make it interruptible by the

user or independent of the users primary interaction

Avoid gratuitous use of animation When animation is used for deco

rative effect it can distract or annoy the uset You may want to pro
vide the user with the option of turning off the animation or

otherwise customizing the animation effects
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CHAPTER

Special Design
Considerations

well-designed application for Microsoft Windows must consid

er other factors to appeal to the widest possible audience This

chapter covers special user interface design considerations such

as support for sound accessibility intemationalization and

network computing

Sound

You can incorporate sound as part of an application in several ways

for example music speech or sound effects Such auditory infor

mation can take the following forms

primary form of information such as the composition of

particular piece of music or voice message

An enhancement of the presentation of information that is not

required for the operation of the software

notification or alerting of users to particular condition

Sound can be an effective form of information and interface en
hancement when appropriately used However avoid using sound as

the only means of conveying information Some users may be hard

of-hearing or deaf Others may work in noisy environment or in

setting that requires that they disable sound or maintain it at low

volume In addition like color sound is very subjective part of

the interface
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As result sound is best incorporated as redundant or secondary

form of information or supplemented with alternative forms of

communication For example if user turns off the sound consider

flashing the windows title bar taskbar button presenting message

box or other means of bringing the users attention to particular

situation Even when sound is the primary form of information you

can supplement the ai dio portion by providing visual representation

of the information that might otherwise be presented as audio output

such as captioning or animation

Always allow the user to customize sound support Support the

standard system interfaces for controlling volume and associating

particular sounds with application-specific sound events You can

also register your owr sound events for your application

The system provides global system setting ShowSounds The

setting indicates that the user wants visual representation of audio

information Your software should query the status of this setting and

provide captioning for the output of any speech or sounds Caption

ing should provide as much information visually as is provided in

the audible format It is not necessary to caption ornamental sounds

that do not convey useful information

Do not confuse ShowSounds with the systems SoundSentry option

When the user sets the SoundSentry option the system automatically

supplies visual indication whenever sound is produced Avoid

relying on SoundSentry alone if the ShowSounds option is set be

cause SoundSentry only provides rudimentary visual indications

such as flashing of the display or screen border and it cannot convey

the meaning of the sound to the user The system provides Sound-

Sentry primarily for applications that do not provide support for

ShowS ounds The user sets either of these options with the

Microsoft Windows Accessibility Options

The taskbar can also provide

visual status or notification

information For more information

about using the taskbar for this pur

pose see Chapter 10 Integrating

with the System

The GetsystemiVietrics func

tion provides access to the

ShowSounds and SoundSentry set

tings For more information about

this function and the settings see

the documentation included in the

Microsoft Win32 Software Develop

ment Kit SDK

In Microsoft Windows 95

SoundSentry only works for

audio output directed through the

internal PC speaker
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Accessibility

Accessibility means making your software usable and accessible to

wide range of users including those with disabilities Many users

may require special accommodation because of temporary or perma

nent disabilities

The issue of software accessibility in the home and workplace is

becoming increasingly important Nearly one in five Americans have

some form of disability and it is estimated that 30 million people

in the U.S alone have disabilities that may be affected by the design

of your software In addition between seven and nine out of every

ten major corporations employ people with disabilities who may
need to use computer software as part of their jobs As the popula

tion
ages

and more people become functionally limited accessibility

for users with disabilities will become increasingly important to the

population as whole Legislation such as the Americans with

Disabilities Act requires that most employers provide reasonable

accommodation for workers with disabilities Section 508 of the

Rehabilitation Act is also bringing accessibility issues to the fore

front in government businesses and organizations receiving govern

ment funding

Designing software that is usable for people with disabilities does

not have to he time consuming or expensive However it is much

easier if you include this in the planning and design process rather

than attempting to add it after the completion of the software

Following the principles and guidelines in this guide will help you

design software for most users Often recommendations such as the

conservative use of color or sound often benefit all users not just

those with disabilities In addition keep the following basic objec

tives in mind

Provide customizable interface to accommodate wide variety

of user needs and preferences

Provide compatibility with accessibility utilities that users install

Avoid creating unnecessary barriers that make your software diffi

cult or inaccessible to certain types of users
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The following sections provide information on types of disabilities

and additional recommendations about how to address the needs of

customers with those disabilities

Types of Disabilities

There are many types of disabilities but they are often grouped

into several broad categories These include visual hearing physical

movement speech or language impairments and cognitive and sei

zure disorders

Visual Disabilities

Visual disabilities range from slightly reduced visual acuity to total

blindness Those with reduced visual acuity may only require that

your software support larger text and graphics For example the

system provides scalable fonts and controls to increase the size of

text and graphics To accommodate users who are blind or have

severe impairments make your software compatible with speech or

Braille utilities described later in this chapter

Color blindness and other visual impairments may make it difficult

for users to distinguish between certain color combinations This is

one reason why color is not recommended as the only means of

cons eying information Abs ays use color as an additive or enhan

cing property

Hearing Disabilities

Users who are deaf or hard of-hearing are generally unable to detect

or interpret anditory output at normal or maximum volume levels

Avoiding the use of auditory output as the only means of communi

cating information is the best way to support users with this disabil

ity Instead use audio output only as redundant additive property

or provide visual output as an option to supplement the audio infor

mation For more information about supporting sound see the sec

tion Sound earlier in this chapter
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Physical Movement Disabilities

Some users have difficulty or are unable to perform certain physical

tasks for example moving mouse or simultaneously pressing

two keys on the keyboard Other individuals have tendency to

inadvertently strike multiple keys when targeting single key Con

sideration of physical ability is important not only for users with

disabilities but also for beginning users who need time to master

all the motor skills necessary to interact with the interface The best

way to support these users is by supporting all your basic operations

using simple keyboard and mouse interfaces

Speech or Language Disabilities

Users with language disabilities such as dyslexia find it difficult to

read or write Spell or grammar-check utilities can help children

users with writing impairments and users with different first lan

guage Supporting accessibility tools and utilities designed for users

who are blind can also help those with reading impairments Most

design issues affecting users with oral communication difficulties

apply only to utilities specifically designed for speech input

Cognitive Disabilities

Cognitive disabilities can take many forms including perceptual

differences and memory impairments You can accommodate users

with these disabilities by allowing them to modify or simplify your

softwares interface such as supporting menu or dialog box cus

tomization Similarly using icons and graphics to illustrate objects

and choices can be helpful for users with some types of cognitive

impairments

Seizure Disorders

Some users are sensitive to visual information that alternates its

appearance or flashes at particular rates often the greater the fre

quency the greater the problem However there is no perfect flash

rate Therefore base all modulating interfaces on the systems cursor

blink rate Because users can customize this value particular fre

quency can be avoided If that is not practical provide your own

interface for changing the flash rate

The GetcaretBlinklime func

tion provides access to the

current cursor blink rate setting For

more information about this func

tion see the documentation in

cluded in the Win32 SDK
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Types of Accessibility Aids

There are number of accessibility aids to assist users with certain

types of disabilities To allow these users to effectively interact with

your application make certain it is compatible with these utilities

This section briefly describes the types of utilities and how they work

One of the best ways to accommodate accessibility in your soft

wares interface is to use standard Windows conventions wherever

possible Windows already provides certain degree of custom

ization for users and rriost accessibility aids work best with software

that follows standard system conventions

Screen Enlargement Utilities

Screen enlargers also referred to as screen magnification utilities or

large print programs allow users to enlarge portion of their screen

They effectively turn the computer monitor into viewport showing

only portion of an enlarged virtual display Users then use the

mouse or keyboard to move this viewport to view different areas

of the virtual display Enlargers also attempt to track where users are

working following the input focus and the activation of windows

menus and secondary windows and can automatically move the

viewport to the active area

Screen Review Utilities

People who cannot use the visual information on the screen can

interpret the information with the aid of screen review utility also

referred to as screen reader program or speech access utility

Screen review utilities take the displayed information on the screen

and direct it through alternative media such as synthesized speech

or refreshable Braille display Because both of these media present

only text information the screen review utility must render other

information on the screen as text that is determine the appropriate

text labels or descriptions for graphical screen elements They must

also track users activities to provide descriptive information about

what the user is doing These utilities often work by monitoring the

system interfaces that support drawing on the screen They build an

off-screen database of the objects on the screen their properties and

their spatial relationships Some of this information is presented to
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users as the screen changes and other information is maintained

until users request it Screen review utilities often include support

for configuration files also referred to as set files or profiles for

particular applications

Voice Input Systems

Users who have difficulty typing can choose voice input system

also referred to as speech recognition program to control soft

ware with their voice instead of mouse and keyboard Like screen

reader utilities voice input systems identify objects on the screen

that users can manipulate Users activate an object by speaking the

label that identifies the object Many of these utilities simulate key
board interfaces so if your software includes keyboard interface

it can be adapted to take advantage of this form of input

On-Screen Keyboards

Some individuals with physical disabilities cannot use standard

keyboard but can use special devices designed to work with an on

screen keyboard Switching devices display groups of commands

displayed on the screen and the user employs one or more switches

to choose selected group then command within the group An
other technique allows user to use special mouse or headpointer

device that lets users manipulate the mouse pointer on the screen

through head motion to point to graphic images of keys displayed

on the screen to generate keystroke input

Keyboard Filters

Impaired physical abilities such as erratic motion tremors or slow

response can sometimes be compensated by filtering out inappropri

ate keystrokes The Windows Accessibility Options supports wide

range of keyboard filtering options These are generally independent

of the application with which users are interacting and therefore

require no explicit support except for the standard system interfaces

for keyboard input However users relying on these features may

type slowly
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Compatibility with Screen Review Utilities

Controls

You can use the following techniques to ensure software compatibil

ity with screen review utilities The system allows your application

to determine whether the system has been configured to provide

snpport for screen review utility allowing your software to enable

or disable certain capabilities

Use standard Windows controls wherever possible Most of these

have already been implemented to support screen review and voice

input utilities However custom controls you create may not be

usable by screen review utilities

You can check the SM
SCREENREADER setting us

ing the GetSystemiVietrics function

For more information about this

function and other information about

supporting screen review utilities

see the documentation included in

the Win32 SDK

Always include label for every control even if you do not want the

controls label to be visible This applies regardless of whether you

use standard controls or your own specialized controls such as

owner drawn controls or custom controls If the control does not

provide label you can create label using static text control

Follow the normal la out conventions by placing the static text label

before the control above or to the left of the control Also set the

keyboard TAB navigal ion order appropriately so that tabbing to

label navigates to the associated control it identifies instead of

label To make certain that the label is recognized correctly include

colon at the end of the labels text string unless you are labeling

button tab or group box control In cases where label is not

needed or would be visually distracting provide the label but do not

make it visible Although the label is not visible it is accessible to

screen review utility

Text labels are also effective for choices within control For ex

ample you can enhance menus or lists that display colors or line

widths by including same form of text representation as shown in

Figure 14.1
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Text
labels identify color choices

If providing combined presentation is too difficult offer users the

choice between text and graphical representation or choose one of

them based on the systems screen review utility setting

Text Output

Screen review utilities usually interpret text including properties

such as font size and face that is displayed with standard system

interfaces However text displayed as graphics for example bit

mapped text is not accessible to screen review utility To make it

accessible your application can create an invisible text label and

associate the graphical representation of text with it by drawing the

text over the graphic with null operator NOP Screen review

utilities can read standard text representations in metafile so you

can also use metafiles instead of bitmap images for graphics infor

mation that includes text

Figure 14.1 Using text to help identify choices
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Graphics Output

Users with normal sight may be able to easily distinguish different

elements of graphic or pictorial information such as map or

chart even if they are drawn as single image however screen

review utility must distinguish between different components There

are number of ways to do this Any of these methods can be omit

ted when the systems screen review setting is not set

When using bitmap images consider separately drawing each com

ponent that requires identification If performance is an issue

combine the component images in an off screen bitmap using sepa

rate drawing operations and then display the bitmap on the screen

with single operation You can also draw multiple bitmap images

with single metafile

Alternatively you can redraw each component separately or draw

separate image to identify each region using null operator This

will not have an effect on the visible image but allows screen

review utility to ideni ify the region You can also use this method to

associate text label with graphic element

When drawing graphics use standard Windows drawing functions

wherever possible If you change an image directly for example

clearing bitmap by writing directly into its memory screen

review utility will not be able to recognize the content change and

will inappropriately describe it to users

Icons and Windows

Accompany icons that represent objects with text label title of

the objects name Use the system font and color for icon labels and

follow the system conventions for placement of the text relative to

the icon This allows screen review utility to identify the object

without special support

Similarly make certain that all your windows have titles Even if

the title is not visible it is still available to access utilities The more

unique your
window titles the easier users can differentiate between

them especially when using screen review utility Using unique

window class names is another way to provide for distinct window

identification but providing appropriate window titles is preferred
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The Users Point of Focus

Many accessibility aids must follow where the user is working For

example screen review utility conveys to users where the input

focus is screen enlarger pans
its viewport to ensure that users

focus is always kept on the visible portion of the screen Most utili

ties give users the ability to manually move the viewport but this

becomes laborious process especially if it has to be repeated each

time the input focus moves

When the system handles the move of the input focus such as when

the user selects menu navigates between controls in dialog box

or activates window an accessibility utility can track the change

However the utility may not detect when an application moves the

input focus within its own window Therefore whenever possible

use standard system functions to place the input focus such as the

text insertion point Even when you provide your own implementa

tion of focus you can use the system functions to indicate focus

location without making the standard input focus indicator visible

Timing and Navigational Interfaces

Some users read text or press keys very slowly and do not respond to

events as quickly as the average user Avoid displaying critical feed

hack or messages briefly and then automatically removing them

because many users cannot read or respond to them Similarly limit

your use of time-out based interfaces If you do include time based

interface always provide way for users to configure the time-out

Also avoid displaying or hiding information based on the movement

of the pointer unless it is part of standard system interface for ex

ample tooltips Although such techniques can benefit some users

they may not be available for those using accessibility utilities

If you do provide such support consider making these features op
tional so that users can turn them on or off when screen review

utility is installed

Similarly you should avoid using general navigation to trigger op

erations because users of accessibility aids may need to navigate

through all controls For example basic TAB keyboard navigation

in dialog box should not activate actions associated with control

such as setting check box or carrying out command button How

ever navigation can be used to facilitate further user interaction

such as validating user input or opening drop down control

The SetCaretPos function is

an example of system func

tion you can use to indicate focus

location For more information about

this function see the documenta

tion included in the W1n32 SDK
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Color

Base the color properties of your
interface elements on the system

colors for window componeuts rather than defining specific colors

Remember to use appropriate foreground and background color

combinations If the foreground of an element is rendered with the

button text color use the button face color as its background rather

than the window background color If the system does not provide

standard color settings that can be applied to some elements you can

include your own interface that allows users to customize colors In

addition you can provide graphical patterns as an optional substitute

for colors as way to distinguish information

The system also provides global setting called High Contrast

Mode that users can set through the Windows Accessibility Op
tions The setting provides contrasting color settings for foreground

and background visual elements Your application should cheek for

this settings status when it starts and whenever it receives notifica

tion of system setting changes When set adjust your interface colors

based on those set for the high coutrast color scheme In addition

whenever High Contrast Mode is set hide any images that are drawu

behind text for example watermarks or logos to maintain the leg

ibility of the information on the screen You can also display mono
chrome versions of bitmaps and icons using the appropriate

foreground color

For more information about

the use of color and how it is

used for interface elements see

Chapter 13 Visual Design

The GetSystemMetrics func

tion provides access to the

SM..MIGHCONTRAST setting For

more information about this func

tion see the documentation in

cluded in the Win32 SDK

calability

Another important way to provide for visual accessibility is to allow

for the scalability of screen elements Sometimes this simply means

allowing users to change the font for the display of information The

system allows users to change the size and font of standard Windows

components You should use these same metrics for appropriately

adjusting the size of other visual information you provide For your

own custom elements you can provide sealing by including

TrueType font or metafiles for
your graphics images

It may also useful to provide sealing features within your applica

tion For example many application provide Zoom command

that scales the presentation of the information displayed in win

dow or other commands that make the presentation of information

easier to read You may need to add scroll bars if the sealed informa

tion exceeds the current size of the window

For more information about

the system metrics for font

and size see Chapter 13 Visual

Design
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Keyboard and Mouse Interface

Providing good keyboard interface is an important step in accessi

bility because it affects users with wide range of disabilities For

example keyboard interface may be the only option for users who

are blind or use voice input utilities and those who cannot use

mouse The Windows Accessibility Options often compensate for

users with disabilities related to keyboard interaction however

it is more difficult to compensate for problems related to pointing

device input

You should follow the conventions for keyboard navigation tech

niques presented in this guide For specialized interfaces within your

software model your keyboard interface on conventions that are

familiar and appropriate for that cnntext Where they apply use the

standard control conventions as guide for your defining interaction

For example support TAB and SHIFTTAB key and access keys to

support navigation to controls

Make certain the user can navigate to all objects Avoid relying only

on navigational design that requires the user to understand the spatial

relationship between objects Accessibility utilities may not be able

to convey such relationships

Providing well-designed mouse interface is also important Point

ing devices may be more efficient than keyboards for some users

When designing the interface for pointing input avoid making basic

functions available only through multiple clicking drag and drop

manipulation and keyboard-modified mouse actions Such actions

are best considered shortcut techniques for more advanced users

Make basic functions available through single click techniques

The system also allows your application to determine when the user

relies on the keyboard rather than pointing device input You can

use this to present special keyboard interfaces that might otherwise

be hidden

Where possible avoid making the implementation of basic functions

dependent on particular device This is critical for supporting users

with physical disabilities and users who may not wish to use or in

stall particular device

Check the SM_KEYBOARD
PREF setting using GetSys

temiVietrics to determine whether

user relies on keyboard rather than

pointing device input For more in

formation about this function see

the documentation included in the

Win32 SDK
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Documentation Packaging and Support

Although this guide focuses primarily on the design of the user

interface design that provides for accessibility needs to take into

consideration other aspects of product For example consider the

documentation needs of your users For users who have difficulty

reading or handling printed material provide online documentation

for your product If the documentation or installation instructions are

not available online you can provide documentation separately in

alternative formats such as ASCII text large print Braille or audio

tape format Organizations that can help you produce and distribute

such documentation are listed in the accessibility section of the

Bibliography of this guide

When possible choose format and binding for
your documentation

that makes it accessible for users with disabilities As in the inter

face information in color should be redundant form of communica

tion Bindings that allow book to lie flat are usually better for users

with limited dexterity

Packaging is also important because many users with limited dexter

ity can have difficulty opening packages Consider including an easy

opening overlap or tab that helps users remove shrink wrapping

Finally although support is important for all users it is difficult for

users with hearing impairments to use standard support lines Con
sider making these services available to customers using text tele

phones also referred to as TT or TDD You can also provide

support through public bulletin boards or other networking services

Usability Testing

Just as it is importan to test the general usability of your software it

is good idea to test how well it provides for accessibility There are

variety of ways of doing this One way is to include users with

disabilities in your prerelease or usability test activities In addition

you can establish working relationship with companies that provide

accessibility aids Information about accessibility vendors or poten

tial test sites is included in the Bibliography
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You can also try running your software in fashion similar to that

used by person with disabilities Try some of the following ideas

for testing

Use the Windows Accessibility Options and set your display to

high contrast scheme such as white text on black background

Are there any portions of your software that become invisible or

hard to use or recognize

Try using your
software for week without using mouse Are

there operations that you cannot perform Was anything espe

cially awkward

Increase the size of the default system fonts Does your software

still look good Does your software fonts appropriately adjust to

match the new system font

Internationalization

To successfully compete in intemational markets your software For more information about

must easily accommodate differences in language culture and hard the technical details for local-

ware This section does not cover every aspect of preparing software izing your application see the docu

for the international market but it does summarize some of the key
mentation included in the Win32

design issues
SDK

The process of translating and adapting software product for use in

different country is called localization Like any part of the inter

face include international considerations early in the design and

development process In addition to adapting screen information

and documentation for international use Help files scenarios tem

plates models and sample files should all be part of your localiza

tion planning

Language is not the only relevant factor when localizing an interface

Several countries can share common language but have different

conventions for expressing information In addition some countries

can share language but use different keyboard convention
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more subtle factor 10 consider when preparing software for inter

national markets is cultural differences For example users in the

U.S may recognize rounded mail box with flag on the side as an

icon for mail program but this image may not be recognized by

users in other countries Sounds and their associated meanings may
also vary

from country to country

It is helpful to create supplemental document for your localization

team that covers the terms and other translatable elements your soft

ware uses and describes where they occut Documenting changes

between versions saves time in preparing new releases Appendix

of this guide provides recommended translations of many words

used in the Windows interface

Text

major aspect of localizing an interface involves translating the

text used by the software in its title bars menus and other controls

messages and some registry entries To make localization easier

store interface text as resources in your applications resource file

rather than including it in the source code of the application Re
member to also translate menu commands your application stores for

its file types in the system registry

Translation is challenging task Each foreign language has its own

syntax and grammar Following are some general guidelines to keep

in mind for translation

Do not assume that word always appears at the same location in

sentence that word order is always the same that sentences or

words always have the same length or that nouns adjectives and

verbs always keep the same form

Avoid using vague words that can have several meanings in differ

ent contexts

Avoid colloquialisms jargon acronyms and abbreviations

Use good grammar Translation is difficult enough task without

translator having to deal with poor grammar
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Avoid dynamic or run-time concatenation of different strings to

form new strings for example composing messages by com

bining frequently used strings An exception is the construction of

filenames and names of paths

Avoid hard coding filenames in binary file Filenames may need

to be translated

Avoid including text in images and icons Doing so requires that

these also be translated

Translation of interface text from English to other languages often

increases the length of text by 30 percent or more In some extreme

cases the character count can increase by more than 100 percent for

example the word move becomes verschieben in German Ac
cordingly if the amount of the space for displaying text is strictly

limited as in status bar restrict the length of the English interface

text to approximately one half of the available space In contexts that

allow more flexibility such as dialog boxes and property sheets

allow 30 percent for text expansion in the interface design Message

text in message boxes however should allow for text expansion of

about 100 percent Avoid having your software rely on the position

of text in control or window because translation may require move
ment of the text

Expansion due to translation affects other aspects of your product

localized version is likely to affect file sizes potentially changing

the layout of your installation disks and setup software

Translation is not always one-to-one correspondence single

word in English can have multiple translations in another language

Adjectives and articles sometimes change spelling according to the

gender of the nouns they modify Therefore be careful when re

using string in multiple places Similarly several English words

may have only single meaning in another language This is par

ticularly important when creating keywords for the Help index for

your software

Graphics

It is best to review the proposed graphics for international applica

bility early in your design cycle Localizing graphics can be time

consuming process
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Although graphics communicate more universally than text graphi

cal aspects of your software especially icons and toolbar button

images may also need to be revised to address an international

audience For example toolbar image that includes magic wand

to represent access to wizard interface does not have meaning in

many European countries and requires different image

When possible choose generic images and glyphs Even if you can

create custom designs for each language having different images for

different languages can confuse users who work with more than one

language version

Many symbols with strong meaning in one culture do not have any

meaning in another For example many symbols for U.S holidays

and seasons are not shared around the world Importantly some

symbols can be offensive in some cultures for example the open

palm commonly used at U.S crosswalk signals is offensive in some

countries Some metaphors also may not apply in all languages

Keyboards

International keyboards also differ from those used in the U.S Avoid

using punctuation character keys as shortcut keys because they are

not always found on international keyboards or easily produced by

the user Remember too that what seems like an effective shortcut

because of its mnemonic association for example CTRLB for Bold

can warrant change to fit particular language Similarly macros

or other utilities that nvoke menus or commands based on access

keys are not likely to work in an international version because the

command names on which the access keys are based differ

Keys do not always occupy the same positions on all international

keyboards Even when they do the interpretation of the unmodified

keystroke can be different For example on U.S keyboards

SHIFT8 results in an asterisk character However on French key

boards it generates the number Similarly avoid using CTRLALT

combinations because the system interprets this combination for

some language versions as the ALTGR key which generates some

alphanumeric characters Similarly avoid using the ALT key as

modifier because it is the primary keyboard interface for accessing

menus and controls In addition the system uses many specialized

versions for special input For example ALT- invokes special input
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editors in Far East versions of Windows For text fields pressing

ALTnuinber enters characters in the upper range of character set

Similarly avoid using the following characters when assigning the

following shortcut keys

@$

Character Sets

Some international countries require support for different character

sets sometimes referred to as code pages The system provides

standard interface for supporting multiple character sets and sort

tables Use these interfaces wherever possible for sorting and case

conversion In addition consider the following guidelines

Do not assume that the character set is U.S ANSI Many ANSI

character sets are available For example the Russian version of

Windows 95 uses the Cyrillic ANSI character set which is differ

ent than the U.S ANSI set

Use the system functions for supporting font selection such as the

common font dialog box

Always save the character set with font names in documents

Formats

The SystemParametersinfo

function allows you to deter

mine the current keyboard configu

ration For more information about

this function see the documenta

tion included in the Win32 SDK

Different countries often use substantially different formats for dates

time money measurements and telephone numbers This collection

of language related user preferences are referred to as locale De
signing your software to accommodate international audiences re

quires supporting these different formats

Windows provides standard means for inquiring what the default

format is and also allows the nser to change those properties Your

software can allow the user to change formats but restrict these

changes to your application or document type rather than affecting the

system defaults Table 14.1 lists the most common format categories

For more information about

the functions that provide ac

cess to the current locale formats

see the documentation included in

the Win32 SDK
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Table 14.1 Formats for International Software

Category Format considerations

Date Order separator long or short formats

arid leading zero

Time Separator and cycle 12-hour vs 24-hour

leading zero

Physical quantity Metric vs English measurement system

Currency Symbol and format for example trailing vs

preceding symbol

Separators List decimal and thousandths separator

Telephone numbers Separators for area codes and exchanges

Calendar Calendar used and starting day of the week

Addresses Order and postal code format

Paper sizes .S vs European paper and envelope sizes

Layout

For layout of controls or other elements in window it is important

to consider alignment in addition to expansion of text labels In

Hebrew and Arabic countries information is written right to left So

when localizing for these countries reverse your U.S presentation

Some languages include diacritical marks that distinguish particular

characters Fonts associated with these characters can require addi

tional spacing

In addition do not place information or controls into the title bar

area This is where Windows places special user controls for con

figurations that support multiple languages

References to Unsupported Features

Avoid confusing your
international users by leaving in references to

features that do not exist in their language version Adapt the inter

face appropriately for features that do not apply For example some

language versions may not include grammar checker or support for

bar codes on envelopes Remove references to features such as

menus dialog boxes and Help files from the installation program
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Network Computing
Windows provides an environment that allows the user to communi

cate and share information across the network When designing your

software consider the special needs that working in such an environ

ment requires

Conceptually the network is an expansion of the users local space

The interface for accessing objects from the network should not

differ significantly from or be more complex than the users desktop

Leverage SystemSupport

When designing for network access support standard conventions

and interfaces including the following

Use universal naming convention UNC paths to refer to objects

stored in the file system This convention provides transparent

access to objects on the network

Use system-supported user identification that allows you to

determine access without including your own password interface

Adjust window sizes and positions based on the local screen prop

erties of the user

Avoid assuming the
presence of local hard disk It is possible

that some of your users work with diskless workstations

Client-Server Applications

Users operating on network may wish to run your application from

network server For applications that store no state information no

special support is required However if your application stores state

information design your application with server set of components

and client set of components The server components include the

main executable files dynamic link libraries and any other files that

need to be shared across the network The client components consist

of the components of the application that are specific to the user

including local registry information and local files that provide the

user with access to the server components

For information about install

ing the client and server com

ponents of your application see

Chapter 10 Integrating with the

System
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Shared Data Files

When storing file in the shared space of the network it should be

readily accessible to all users so design the file to be opened mul

tiple times The granularity of concurrent access depends on the file

type that is for some files you may only support concurrent access

by word paragraph section page and so on Provide clear visual

cues as to what information can be changed and what cannot Where

multiple access is not easily supported provide users with the option

to open copy of the file if the original is already open

Record Processing

Record processing or transaction-based applications may require

somewhat different structuring than the typical productivity

application For example rather than opening and saving discrete

files the interface for such applications focuses on accessing and

presenting data as records through multiple views forms and re

ports One of the distinguishing and most important design aspects

of record-processing applications is the definition of how the data

records are structured This dictates what information can be stored

and in what format

However you can apply much of the information in this guide to

record-oriented applications For example the basic principles of

design and methodology are just as applicable as they are for indi

vidual file oriented applications You can also apply the guides

conventions for input navigation and layout when designing forms

and report designs Similarly your can apply other secondary win

dow conventions for data-entry design including the following

Provide reasonable default values for fields

Use the appropriate controls For example use drop-down list

boxes instead of long lists of option buttons

Distinguish text entry fields from read only text fields
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Design for logical and smooth user navigation Order fields as

the user needs to move through them Auto exit text boxes are

often good for input of predefined data formats such as time or

currency inputs

Provide data validation as close to the site of data entry as pos
sible You can use input masks to restrict data to specific types

or list box controls to restrict the range of input choices

Telephony

Special Design Considerations Chapter 14

Windows provides support for creating applications with telephone

communications or telephony services Those services include the

Assisted Telephony services fur adding minimal but useful tele

phonic functionality to applications and the full Telephony API

for implementing full telephonic applications

You should consider the following guidelines when developing tele

phony applications

Provide separate fields for users to enter country code area code

and local number You may use auto exit style navigation to

facilitate the number entry You can also use drop-down list box

to allos users to select country code The system pros ides sup

port for listing available codes

Provide access to the TAPI Dialing Properties property sheet win

dow wherever user enters phone number This window pro

vides consistent and easy interface for users

Use the modem configuration interfaces provided by the system

If the user has not installed modem run the Windows TAPI

modem installation wizard

For more information about

creating applications using

the Microsoft Windows Telephony

API TAPI see the documentation

included in the Win32 SDK
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Microsoft Exchange

Microsoft Exchange is the standard Windows interface for email For more information about

voice mail FAX and other communication media Applications MAPI see the documentation

interact with Microsoft Exchange by using the Messaging API included in the Win32 SDK

MAPI and support services and components

Microsoft Exchange allows you to create support for an information

service An information service is utility that enables messaging

applications to send and receive messages and files store items in an

information store obtain user addressing information or any combi

nation of these functions

Coexistingwith Other Information Services

Microsoft Exchange designed to simultaneously support different

information services Therefore when designing an information ser

vice avoid

Initiating lengthy operations

Assuming exclusive use of key hardware resources such as com

munications COMM ports and modems

Adding menu commands that are incompatible with other services

Adding Menu Items and Toolbar Buttons

Microsoft Exchange allows you to add menu items and toolbar but

tons to the main viewer window Follow the recommendations in

this guide for defining menu and toolbar entries In addition where

possible define your menu items and toolbar entries or their tool-

tips in way that allows the user to clearly associate the functional

ity with specific information service
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Supporting Connections

When the user selects an information service that you support pro
vide the user with dialog box to confirm the choice and allow the

user access to configuration properties Because simultaneous ser

vices run at the same time clearly identify the service At the top of

the window display the icon and name of the service You can in

clude an option to not display the dialog box

Installing Information Services

Microsoft Exchange includes special wizard for installation of

information services You can support this wizard to allow the user

to easily install your service

The system also provides profiles and files that define which services

are available to users when they log on When the user installs your

service ask the user which profile they would like to include with

your service such as their default profile
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